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$pt!l)l(er$·l)ffer variety of views
Black: Enterprise editor
··ta~l<s ·succ~ss " ., ·

Revolutionary advocates
African socialism

BY MIKE O'NEILL
sisters, was unacknowledged.
black· success in business is "as old as America
News Reporter
Sevanhu quoted a list of women activists and
itself.'' "In 1870," he said; "a 26 year old
fireman. on a railroad met the high technology . Sarudzayi · Sevanhu of die African Revolu- leaders ·reachin'g as far back as an African tribal
Black Enterprise· magazine editor Earl Graves needs.
his. day when . he invented· an ' tionary Party examined the role of black leader. Gola, to people living today. Fanny Lou
called upon members of his race .i:o 'continue
women in the quest for social equality on Mon- Paimer ''had all sorts of trouble with racist pigs
auwmatic lubricator. His name was Elijah Metheir history of business success in spite of
day night, February 14.
in Mississippi until her death," she said.
discrimination and an. economy in' recession. . Coy .. :even today, people commemorate his
Many women in Africa "left school for (the
Sevanhu, ·a scientific socialist, began by
Graves spoke last Thursday · night in the · contributio·n when they ask for 'the real Mcpointing out how capitalism has perme~tcd· rebel) army to liberate their country to make
Coy.'
"
·
University. Center Theatre as part of Black
society to the extent that unless one gets a . sure eyery segment wovld be free and to take
Awareness Week's Black Professional Day.
material. gift on Valentine's Day; one docs not part ·in the social reconstruction... {these
Inspiration is also available from Black feel loved. She quickly related this to how ··women arc) true leaders, not leaders in hourHis magazine's Board of Economists, Graves
Enterpn'se 's list of 100 largest black-owned . capitalism brought blacks to America. Their gcoise terminology, people put .. up on a
related, concluded at its first. meeting that
companies, a group whose sales topped. $2
"chattel slavery," said' Sevanhu, was needed to pedestal, but involved actively for their peo. "there is a danger of risking the total destruc- · billion in 1982. The fact. that these companies . start the Industrial Revolution.
pie's liberation."
·
together had a growth rate three times that of
There is a need for a struggle because
Sevanhu pointed out that "each of us must
tion of the black f~iW unit" unless
"power concedes nothing without a Struggle," ·Struggle to be free," claiming that the sixties
unemployment, particularly unemployment the economy. as a wh~Je during the past
·
. : .decade, Graves said, "proves the potential for
said Sevanhu, quoting Frederick Douglass. The and seventies were not successful. ·''We. are
among· young blacks, is ~educed soon.
·
· ·
· ·
·economic .prosperity when all hav.e an equal · reason that slaves became freemen was "inter- powerle~s because of . disorganization.
He told his audience, composed: mostly of
right . to succeed or fail reg~rdless of skin nal contradictions in capitalism." It became
Cap'italism wants (us) disorganized. 'Only
black professionals imd students, thin they each
color."
JJU>rc profitable for the slaves to become con- organized force can fight organized force."
have the determination and ability to succeed·.
sumcrs and wage laborers, she maintained, so
"Every African (35 million in the United
Ecil~ing syndicated columnist Jesse Jackson,
that they could be paid a small amount and be States) should· be in an organization. If they are
in the· professional world. He cautioned that ·
forced to buy the fruits of their labor bacj(.
not part of the solu~ion, they are part of the
although they may live comfortably and feel
he stressed the importanee of closing the gap
that "the present economic cancer" will not between black and white median incomes and
"All people," stated Sevanhu, "desire in- problem. If you want someone to free you
directly harm them, they will always be af.
encourage~ blacks to use both ballots and
stil)ctively ·tO fight for freedom. The slaves while you don't work for your freedom, you arc
struggled. Th,ey didn't sing happy songs on practicing exploitation. You have an obligation
fected by the econom.ic circumstances of other. dQllars in the quest for ~quality.' "'We as a peop~ople. "Whataffectsoneaffectsall," hesaid,.
··... · ·
·
· plantations." In this struggle, the women to organize and to be an organization."
·"Women need to be involved in the revoluquoting the late civil rights leader Martin ple struggled too.long and hard to get the' right
equaled or outdid the men. "It's clear
Luther King, Jr.
·.
·.
:.
to vote' for anyone. to give up the .vote at any
hisJorians don't record struggles of women tionary process," noted Sevaqhu, "theynced
.. ·:' : _'.~.'·'·-'~''"::.·''':~- ·,,,:,: ''"'·:·'····'·":·'··''·'· ,,.,..,., :'.'.: :·: "'~:'-~ :"c:.. ...election::. we·work too. hard for: our''money to· :eq~al)y~·' asserted Sevanhu, using Nat Turner to be. involved in the: social .transformation .of .
' In pointing out new opportunities offered by : ·· sp~nd 'it'oli:~O.fP6r'ilti6ns'that'ignO're the blat:k· ' ·as a.~·example; He was a ·preacher, as were most society. There is no. Vfay:African people can· be
high technology, Graves said th~t the story of ·· eommunity;" · ·
· .. rebei·Ieaders, but the base of the church, the liberated unless all segments participate."
BY JERRY· ELLIG
. Eilltor·ln'chlel:

of

R:elax. ·Week lends
help in resolving
stress problems
students see the wholeness of life.
' 'There has been a . somewhat
noticeable increase in stress sympRELAX (Relax and Enjoy Life
Xavier) Week has been instituted to toms at Xavier,,. said Dillon. It has
ct:eate a. positive atmosphere and to usually been manifested .by students
teach students to manage their time . fighting over minor incidents, which
and to deal .with challenges in their Dillon believes is the result of stress
in other areas, ·such as ·ihe family
lives.
·. "Ev~rybody feels-stress these days, economic· situation or career worries.
In addition, the counseling service.·
and we.as a university felt we wanted
has had more studems c()ming in
·to teach peopleto deal with it,"·explained Peg Dillon, dean of students . with personal. problems rather. than
vocatio(Jal concerns this year. Dillon
at Edgecliff. · ·
This week, the efforts of the entire . also feels that the lethargy people exStudem Development department, perience could be a symptom of a
combined with · various academic low-grade . depression. "It seems
departments and McGrath Health more like a helplessness than just .
Center, are geared to helping apathy," she said.
BY PEGGY MORSE
News Reporter

at

Dan Martin (ceriter), a participant In the College Frl~n-ds program;· takes several of "Is grade . .· friends
for·a.walk·lilong downtown'I!·Serpentlne Wall before tast.:Sat.urday's Musketeer-basketball game at River·
.front Coliseum. (Tony Martino photo). · ·
··
·
·
·
·
·--

.:-.:,

· . ·u1TLE SIBLiNGS WE~KEND

R~gistration in University Center l~b~y. All must register.
.- ·
. . .
·
· Din·ner in the cafeteria.
O'Conn()t ·sports Center open tor baskethall, swimming,
etc. Cheerleading tips in the aU-purpose room.· Meet the
XU basketba'll players at 8:00 p.m.
· · ,,.,:
"Robin .Hood"
7:oo·p.in.'-9:oo p.m.
.. ·
.Breakfast in the cafeteria.
..
Saturday, February 26:. 10:00 a.m.-'11:00 a.m;
·
· ··
Film --' ''·Star Wars"
11:15 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Xavier B~okstore will remain open for purchases.
't:oo p:m.-2:oo p.m.
. XU versus Oklahoma City in the Fieldhouse. All sibs will
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
. . : . receive free basketball program.
. Dinner in~the cafeteria,
4:00 p,m,:6:30. p.m .. ·.·
·M~s i·n: se'llarmine; · ·• · · ...
· · ' . · · .
7:00 p.m.-8:00p.m.
. Festival in sixth·floor Kuhlman Lounge ,.... .Games and
8:00. p.tn.-9:00 p.m.
·
·
·
·
prizes for all! •. · .' · .·
. . .
9:30 p.m.-12:00 midnight .. ~k- h~p in cafet~iia.. .
·27 '·.· ... , .11
1·00 p .m .
· · Bninch in the,cafcter~a
~,.:~~~·...'!'!d
...~Y.!· .•Feb'
:-.:··~--~·~·
·,~·_:.30. _am
. ,: .-.
~.: ..... ..• ,·.-.--:.•>.... ··
Friday,

Fe~ruary

25:

3:00 p.m.-6:30'p.m.,
4:30 p.m.~6:.30 p:in.
.6:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

a

s
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The art of·dorm·fashion
for 'poodlerama'." According to Me'Quaide, "Poodlerama" consists of
New• Aepoitera
lounr.ing around.. eating pizza,
There is no such thing as a typical" . drinking soda and procrastiniuing.
dorm room at Xavier. Each room has
its own personality and character.
For those all-around athletes, there
Helen .McQuaide and Rita Arling . are the typical sports arena rooms,
of second floor Kuhlman describe such as Pete Sherman's, also on setheir room as "the best place to be cond floor Kuhlman. His room has a
BY MELISSA BRf:NNAN
AND JEANNE VENNEMEVER

Program
assimilates
foreign
students

lot of open space, great for playing
football and basketball.
"We can't play basebalL in here,.
though;" Sherman stated. "It just
isn't big.eriough."
Melanie Holiway's room on fifth
floor Kuhlman has that "lived in"
look. As Holiway put it, ~'The main
attraction of my room is the closet.
It's very empty since all of my clothes
are on the floor. "
Some . rooms .a.re just' perfect for
those Saturday night parties and
those Sunday morning hangovers.· In
Bill Schulte's room on third floor
Kuhlman, the design of the
bunkbeds resembles a jungle gym .•
For those evenings when it is· impossible· to .climb to the top bed,
Shulte's room is furnished with a
couch on ground level. "We don't
. study in here, we just crash," he said.

BY KATHRYN CLARK

When asked to describe his room
on first floor Kuhlman, Walter
McBride exclaimed, ''This is my
apartment; it's not a room."
.McBride's wingmate Ralph Lee
divided his room into two sections.
One side is a place to ."catch some ·

News Reporter

The English Language and
American Civilization Program
{E.L.A.C.P.) aids students' from
foreign countries who have come to
Xavier and want to achieve academic
competency in English as a second
language as well as an understanding
of American civilization.
,
. The 'program was established at
Xavier by the College of Continuing
·
Education in 1970.

Helen McQuaide and· Rita Arllng refer to their room (above and left) as a
good place for "poodlerama," which brlrigstQ_mlnd the following question:
·."Is· the. couch 'early poodlerama;' 'class!~ ,·poodlerama,' or 'modef11
poodlerami'? (Tony Martino photo). '
.:;; ;
· ·.
•·
,.

cozy this way,· j commented Lee.
So take a better iook.at your room.
Does .it have a personality of its own?

Z's." while the other side is a great
place to boogie with those disco
sounds. ' 'I feel comfortable, nice and

Under the current direction of Dr.
Matias Vega, the E.L.A.C.P. is con-·
ducted at three le~els. The low intermediate level covers such subjects
as English pronunciation, grammar,
The
reading .and conversation.
intermediiue and advanced level
students also study American civilization and literature.
Larry' Miller, a teacher on the internlediate and advanced level, has

<

•• ~

•

·ma.le an effon.this-semester to-make

his classes more appealing to the
students by inviting speakers to come
and talk about various subjects pertaining to their course of study.
"We needed t~·vary the routine.
Subjects in the standard textbook are
bland and get ·monotonous. I contacted organizations in Greater Cincinnati and experts in their respective,
fields have come in to speak in order
to give the students a . better
understanding about governm~nt
and subjects -studied in their text,"
said Miller.
Speakers who have already visited
the American Civilization classes include]. Kenneth Blackwell, Cincinnati City Councilman; Arthur Slater,
executive· director of the
N.A.A.C.P.; Lt. Colonel Fred Jefferds, Xavier professor of military
science; and Major Guilfoyle of
Xavier's ROTC. Blackwell .gave a
penetrating ~iew of ·how the city
manager· form of government
operates in Cincinnati. Slater traced
the history of . the N.A.A.C.P.
Guilfoyle spoke about the organization of the military and the role of
the President as · Commander-inChiefof the armed forces.

. If you have ~t-least

two years of co~ege left,_
you can spend six weeks at
.our Army ROTC Basic
Camp thiS summer and earn
approximately. $600. · -. ·
~ ·. And if you qua_lifv, you.
can enter the. ROTC 2.;. .
· Year Program this fall and .

rece~'iit ':Eeb~l;~~ year.

Miller is in the process of making
contacts with a variety of other
speakers in the Greater Cincinnati
area to come to Xavier and talk to his
students .. Among those whom he
hopes will be able to attend his class
to speak include Congressman
Thomas Luken; David Mann, Cincinnati City Councilman; judges from
the Court of Appe~ls, the· Cdmmon
Pleas .. Court and the Bankruptcy
Court; a special agent from the
F.B.I.; an American Civil Libenies
Union representative;· and someone
in the area who experienced life in a
Gerrrian concentration camp during
World War II.
By coordinating the material in the
textbook with the arrival of these
speakers, Miller hopes to give. his
E.L.A.C.P. students a deeper ap,Preciation for American history, it$ •
«overnment and its culture. . . · ' · -~.:·; /

·~"11........._~......................................................_

_,

. happ¢nson'gracltia.non,day ..
That'swheri you receivtf:'
:an officer~s cofn.mi5sion~ . •'
. .• . So ~et your.body in · ··
shape (not tomention.your
. bankaccount). . · · . , .
. 'EnroUinArmyROTC.·
. For more information,· contac.t Captain ·
Micha~l 7 45-3646.
: ·

ARMYR0TC.···
AlLYOU ·QM··BE.

.. ·..

'c

·

~-
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Residence hall changeS will.
institute additional directors .
BY SUE.MONING
· lllews Reporter

.

.Next year dorm students will
observe · a few changes iri the
organization of the residence halls.
According to Raben Becker, direc·tor of residence life, the residence
halls will have ·an additional · hall
director ·and· assistant hall director,
while· maintaining ·.the current
· number of senior. residents. There
will 'no lo~ger be graduate assistants·
in the halls.

. The new position. of hall. directors assistant hall directors will be
· will be filled by ·individuals with a graduate students, and will organize
-Master's degree in college student
hall governments and plan_ hall ac- ·
personnel management, and an in- tivities: The senior residents will conterest in continuing toward ·_a. career tinue to plan wing activities.
in the_ field. They will be responsible
for the day-to-day running of the
These plans will be enacted in
hall, and will also handle room Brockman, Husman and Kuhlman
changes within their hall and first Halls on . the main campus .. Ardisciplinary offenses. The Housing rangements for Sullivan Hall on the
Office will continue to oversee room Edgecliff campu,!! are tentative and do
changes from hall to hall and subse- not include the hall qirector system ..
quent disciplinary problems. ·
There will be the addition of a second
Becker also ex(>lained . that the - gra~uate assistant at Sullivan.
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BAGEL SALE
Xavier's Advertising Club will be sponsoring a bagel sale in the
dorms tonight from 9:30 p.m.-'12:00 p.m.
ECONOMICS AND INDUSTRIAl. RELATIONS
The fifth and final forum in the Business Career Series entitled, ''Careers for Ec~nomics and Industrial Relations Majors" will be held on
Tuesday, March 1_, at 5:30p.m. in the Terrace Room. Professionals
from the fields of Economic~ and Industrial Relations will share their
thoughts about qreer paths, how their degrees apply to their jobs and
will offer job hunting rips. Sign up in the CP&P Office.
PIPER MASS
Pied Piper will hold irs weekly liturgy ~n Wednesday, March 2, at
10:00 p.m. The celebrant will be the Reverend Jim O'Brien, S.J.
COFFE~HOUSE
.
Pied Piper is holding its first coffeehouse of the semester on Friday,
February 25, from 9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. Featured will be favorite anisrs
Tom Steele and Mark Johnson. Admission is free.

CPR CLASSES
Classes for CPR certification will be held on March 15 and 17 from
6:30 p.m.-9:30p.m. in the OKI Room. Cost is $5.00, payable at the
first class. Sign up at the Information_ Desk, University Center from
February 28-March 4: The class is limited to 45 people. For more information, contact Judi Wachendorf at 542-2628 or the Biology Club.
WEAVING INVITATIONAL
I;mery Art Gallery at Edgecliff will house a weaving exhibit presented
by professional artists from March 6-27. There will be a reception for the
exhibit Sunday, March 6, from 2:00-4:00 p.m.
·
FINE'ARTS
The Fine Arts Committee of Student Government is sponsoring the
Enjoy the Arts program, which enables students to attend area cultural
events at discounted prices. Membership is $19.50. For more information, call 751-2700. .
·
STuDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS SCHEDULED
Spring elections have been scheduled for Thursday, March 17, and
Friday, March 18. Petitions for candidacy will be available at the UniFr; Currie stressed that there were
versity Center Information Desk through Monday,_February 28. A manno major incidents that prompted
datory candidates meeting will be held on Thursday, March 3. All who
this new policy. It was sinlply motihave submittedcandidacy petitions must attend this meeting to run. ·
vated by the administration's grow- ·
· Offices open include sophomore, junior and senior class officers,
ing concern for the students' privacy.
eight. Senate seats, president and vice president of Commuter Council
· James Kaiser, Xavier's registrar,
. and Resident Hall.Council, and president and vice presidents of Stureiteriued Fr~ Currie's belief that_ the
'dc:nt Government. If you have any questions, please contact the SG ofgrades had become too widely availfice at x3560.·
. able. According to Kaiser, from now
.
- TEACHER OF TilE YEAR
on the release of students' grades will
. Alpha Sigma Nu is now accepting nominations for its founh annual
be "based on the need-to know. This ·
Bishop Fenwick Teacher of the Year Award. Any group of students may
· · need·· has been reevaluated.''
make a nomination. Complete rules are available from Ann Rahrig,
This means that ·people who
x3474; Beth Brinkman, 521-0149; Dave Gunderman,_ x3925; or M.R.
had access to a student's grades in the
.Youstra, x3128.·
·
·_past may or may not have access now,
SPEECH AND DEBATE
depending upon their reason for·
·Anyone interested in attending a tournament at John Carroll Univer_wanting to see the grades.
_sity, near Cleveland, March 10, 11 and 12 or interested in judging an
Kaiser said that Xavier's policy is
upcoming tournament at Princeton High School, please contact Mark
not as complex as that followed by
Harmon, ·x3737. Experience is preferred for judging.
' some other schools, but it complies to
..
ATIIENAEUM
. national, state and _-.institutional
The Athenaeum, Xavier's literary quanerly, is currently accepting
guidelines.
'
submissions. All material and manuscripts should be submitted to the
·Athenaeum:· Xavier University Post Office .. Please- include a SASE.
Deadline for submissions is March 16, 1983.
·
SENIORS
- .
Sig~-up to have your senior pictures take~ at Executive Stu~ios. Appointment sheets are locate? at th_e Info.r!Dauon _De~k. Pleas~ s1gn-up ~
"Buying Class Rings"
soon as possible for your picture 1f you w~uld hke It to be mc~uded m
'10K·14K
- the 1983 edition of the Musketeer. If the umes at the Information Desk
are inconvenient, please call Executive Studios at 241-4959 for a more
Southern Ohio ~old
convenient time. Deadline is the middle of March.
& Sliver Exchange
CAMPUS TALENT .
_
The
Student·
Activities
Office
is
looking
for legitimate talent on the
631~9900
campus of Xavier University. If you are a coJ!l~c, musician, singer, play.
Selling 14~ Ch~lns
in a band, etc. we want you. Four or five acts wdl b~ chosc;n to debu~ the
"We will trade for' rings"
evening of Thursday, April 7. The top three acts wdl rece1v~ cash pnzes.
Open Sunday Noon-5pm
For more information, contact Bill Lucci at_ x3202 or Tern at x39.32.
._Weekdays 10am-6:30pm
WIN $25.00
·
·
From now until March 1, work on your poster for the Fine Ans Committee's Contest. The poster which best typifies the theme of Peace
Awareness Week wilL win. The week will be held from March 20-26.
-The best poster maker wins $25.00 and the winning poster will be
·reproduced for distribution during the week.,
·
_
·
SENIOR CLASS
. Any senior interested in participating in a senior retreat ~n A~ril
8-10, please contact Joe Tito in Campus Ministry. The cost wdl be approximately $25.00. Phone x3398.
.
·
LIBRARY HOURS (SPRING BREAK 1983)
·
McDonald Library
Saturday
8:00 a.m.-4:30p.m.
March 5
Sunday
CLOSED
March 6 _
Monday-Friday
· 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
March 7-11
Saturday
8:00 a.m.-4:30p.m.
March 12
Sunday
' 5:00 p.m._:1l:30 p.m ..
March 13
Brennan Library (Edgedilf Campus)
Saturday ·
11:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
March 5
Sunday
CLOSED
March 6
Monday-Friday
9:00 a.m.-NOON;
March 7_-11
1:30 p.m.-4:30p.m.
CLOSED
Saturday
March 12
· 7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
·Sunday
March 13

Access to sJud~nt grad_es restricted·
_by recent- administrative-.reforms.

'

BY LIZ THOLE
_

News Reporter

·

.

Xavier Presideitt Reverend- Charles
Currie, S.J., spoke about a· new
policy concerning the 'confidentiality
of student grades_ in a recent address
to Student Government:· In the past';
the students' grades had been avail-

able to _a number of people for
' various reasons, such as to assist in
counseling the student. - ·''However," said Fr. Currie, "the
grades ha<l become too widely available." Irbecame. increasingly important to protect students' priyacy by
restricting access to the grades.·

·PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program
June 20.;. August 6, 1983
• A full-year college physics course,~- ..
including laboratories, in 7 weeks.-- .
• Ideally suited for pre-medical and other
,life science college students.
• Appropriate for most academic majors ..
•. Housing available.
• Make your plans rio~.
Call. the Department of Physics
(513) 229-2311

Tile l Tnlvmwity rf Dayton
-300 Cor'lege P.1rk

Dinner-for 4
·_ Special ·
(wittl'coupon)

LARGE (16")PIZZA
' WITH 2 TOPPINGS
. OF YOUR CHOICE
LARGE GARLIC BREAD
1 QUART· OF COKE - -

ONLY

$7.95

.(plus bottle deposit)

DJyton. Ohio 45469 . -

Business--Manager Wanted
The· Xavier News is currently accepting
·applications for the position of Business
Manager.1983-84. The Business Man~ger
is responsible for obtaining advertisements for each issue and weekly. mailings··
to subscribers. For more irifQrmation contact the Xavier News office at X3561 orM-"1ke· Santen a·t X 3607.- · .. · -- ..: ..·•::'J r.ci' ·r:_• J.r.'
• Q
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Let's remember all of
Black Awareness Week

.. '•'
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.

RANDALL K. HYLKEMA
W,LL,
"01£ GOOD
HI.WS 1$ TWIT.
IT S,t..ILIOD ..

"fl.IROUGII

LUCIO .lltlil.
AL"fl.IOUG~ .pOI..tTIC:~L

Rli.t.LITIIOS ~U6&:D
~ AMIONtiMfiNTS .
"Ttl 6£ T.t.O(Iii.O ON·

A

LOW

· INCOMIIi TA'IC CRI<DIT,
MORTGAGe D£t)UC:.TlONS,
FARM INCOMI. E.ICCI.U&ICN,
MliDICAI. IOlCPal&&: R&:&A.Tit ...

COMMITTE£!

Black Awareness,Week featured· a \vide assortment of cultural, .intellectual ~nd social
activities, among them a Pan-African fCl<'d festival, b~ack film festival and fashiOn show.
Musical entertainment included Gospel, reggae and Jazz sou~ds. ~peakers ra~ged fron:t
politician Julian Bond to entrepreneur Earl Graves to pan-Afncamst Satudzay1 Sevanhu
to psychiatrist Frances W elsing.
.
.
The unfortunate thing is that when many students, particularly whlte.students, .too,k
back upon: the week they will remember b~t one event - Dr. Frances Welsmg s
·
.
.
.
presentation of her theory of color confrontation.
· This the9ry begins with the biologi~al ~act that gen~s fo.r black skm are d?m!nant o~er.
genes for lighter skin color. She mamtatns that rac1sm IS ~ result ~f w?t.es recessive
genes because white people attempt t~ show tha~ they ar~ m fact super~or t<? blacks. .
One can of course quarrel with her mterpretatlon and tts shades of btol?g1cal determinism, as well as with the relevance of the colorful examples she used to Illustrate her .
point.
·
.
. .
.
k
However, it isridiculous to allow one speaker's rad1cally d1fferen.t v1ews to provo. e
bad feelings about-an entire week of activitie~. The fact that Dr. Welsmg spok~ ~t X~v1er
during Black Awareness Week is simply evidence o.f th~ Black ~t.u~ent ~ss'?c1at1on s efforts to present Xavier with a sampling of the d1verstty of op1mon w1thm the black
community.
. · .
.
h
f) B ·.
Dr. Welsing's theory deserves to stand or fall on Its own mertt (or lackt ereo. . ut tt
would be a shame if all of the good things done during the Week were to be ed1psed by
emotional respcnses to what she said last Friday 11ight:

What am I doing wrong?

Two recent attacks. against inc have . the theory. While I have gone out of my way to
prompted this article.
·.. .
give facts and documentation for each position,
To update the reader: The first ofthcse at· , my opponents (typical for those advocating the
tackS was Trey Daly's "The Shame of Right to "tolerance" or "liberal" position) relied very
Life" (1-20-83), which I will summarize by h~s little on fact, but heavily. on such catch words as
statement, "A certain hypocrisy and vindic- . "fanatic," and ... extremist."
BY DORIS s. JACKSON
. question truthfully. I\social and physical ac- tivencss has plagued the pro~life movement:
-Although a word such as "extremist" would
Dhwctar, o.velapmentel
tivities are major priorities on your calendar The. polarizing· attitucle that ·maintains that,
appropriate for!!. man who cried ''FIRE'' in
•nd Ac•demlc Bridge Progr•m•
and consume a great deal of your time, then
"if you are notwith us, you arc against us ... " a house· because someone lit a match, yet it
Dr. Walter Pauk in his book, How To Study there will not be a lot of room left for intellccThe second attack was Lester Myers' ··would not be appropriate if there actually was a
In College, cites four distinguishing tual growth.
\
"Columnist Savaged'~ (2-17-83). I would sum- · fire! For instance, Fr. Drinan'fans, is 1,500,000
You cannot master calculus, English, and marize his this way: "Mr. Schutzman is an in- abortions in the U.S. a match or a fire? Is
characteristics of a successful college student.
1. The successful student has a dear educaphilosophy in fifteen-minute intervals. You tolerant demogague who will not dialogue billions of dollars in U.S. military assistance to
tiona! goaL
cannot expect to receive good grades in these and, furthermore, whose strong stands are · the Communist slave masters in Russiaa.match
2. The successful student recognizes that the. classes for mid-term if you have not prepared threatening die ideal of free speech with slow. or a fire? ·
.
, · 'fhe. final·poin~ .pertains ~o what' to do onc;e
college years offer a unique opportunity for in- adequately all along. ·Intellectual growth re- · · ·death >in the Xavier Comm:unity. •' · · ·
.tellcctua.l d eve lopmept,,.and ·; h e, as.
· w.a.'ll'l(lg _!~. _..·.qua'res ·work,··.J'ust·as anv.1· ·othcr•.·activ_ity ..·•It . •·"· , .. · ·"
....... · ··
yo.u'vcreachcd·astrongmoralconclusion.(Ob·
viously on many issues compromise is possible,
'·subo'rdln.ilc:e-·his··otner'·coiicems' i:ake 'advan- doesn~t happen by osmosis.
tage of that opportunity.
Finally, evaluate your study habits and skills.
i.e. budget debates.) Those who disagree with
3. Th~ successful student has good study See if your approach to studying is adequate for
me speak of dialogue and tolerance which, .
By Jerry Schutzman .·
again, has come to mean attempting to synskills.
your needs. To study is to examine, read, in4. The successful student has the will to vestigate, research, consider, etc. Therefore,
thcsize and "marry" go<;~d with evil, truth with
succeed.
studying requires discipline, a focus; conccnDon't misunderstand. I appreciate those error.
What are your thoughts about what. Dr. tration, work, and perservcrancc.
who ·raise legitimate controversy - however
People are going to have tQ learn that on cer· Pauk has stated as characteristics of a successful
It is not daydreaming, talking on · the
much. I might disagree with them. Mr. Daly tain isues - specifically the moral teaching of
college student? Since all of you want to be sue- · telephone, listening ·to music, eating, comand Mr. Myers do represent a point of view that the Church - there· can be NO COMcessful students and mid-terms are next week, I muning with nature or procrastination. Good
is perhaps dominant in the alleged "intellcc- PROMISE. On this point let ·me quote - not
think it is important that you at least pause and study habits and skills are essential for success .tual" community.
·
·
Right to .Life - but Chrjst Himself, who was
ponder these qualities. They may inspire you to in college. It just takes thought and planning.
Three points are at issue here. Two of them the first to say:· "He who is not with Me, is
assess your attitudes and goals about college.
Here are a few pointets that will help you: ·
relate to how one actually should seck the truth against Me."
What is your educational goal? Many
of an issue. The third has to do witf:t how you
In this light, intolerance for error and refusa~
freshmen and some upperclassmen do not have
1. Plan a schedule for studying - long- ' should conduct yourself once you've reached a
to yield on the truth can be seen for what they
a clear educational goal. However, it is not too range studying (semester) and short-term stuconclusion.
·
are: true Christian charity.
late for you to try writing down what you dying (exams). This schedule should help you
The first point is the background. reasoning
May I summarize and end with the following
perceive your goal or goals to be and then to make wise use of your time and mind. You
process. As Paul Blair correctly pointed out in passage from · renowned Catholic author
discussing them with a counselor (Sycamore will not keep vacillating about when you are
his last column: the facts become useless if your William Thomas Walsh: '"Our one hope of
House), academic advisor or someone in your going to read and study Western Civilization,
reasoning process is not correct. Only through winning, for their own good, the millions of
college (A&S, CBA, EC). These people can ·for example, and what you are going to do . right reason can you reach correct conclusions
unbelievers who surround us... is to speak
help and want to help you to establish and · next. Your schedule reminds you what to do and therefore take appropriate action.
boldly the truth God has given us; in season
reach your goals while you are here.
- and you do it!
·
I will openly state that;· on the issues about and out of season .. ;~This will inevitably bring
The will to succeed is probably one of the
2. Organize your time. Avoid studying difwhich I have taken strong stands (abortion, ·persecution upon us ...... if ~e are .~suspected,.
most important ingredients for success in col- ficult subjects when you are least able to
Marxist Communism,. birth control; etc.), my · ostracized; insulted, starved, beaten:,· imprison~
lege. Abe Lincoln had it, George Washington concentrate. For example, if you .practice a
reasoning stems from my Catholic faith and ed, misrepresented, neglected anq puuo death
Carver had it, and you must have it. For-if you. sport from 2:00 to4:00,'eat, apd th~n begin to
constant Catholic teaching on the~ s~bjects. in a thousand new ways ..,.. that is what we have .
do not have a· strong detefiJlination ,to succeed, .read Biology and: take motes, ::·your body· says,
My opponents' criteria seem to be .;.;_ regardleSs to expect as Christians; and it is.a method .that. '
the most.trivial thing can cause you to defer or "Relax." Do not wait until the night before to
of the facts _::. tolerance and dialogue with all will prove as irresistable in the twentieth ccn~
retreat.
write a· paper that is ·due the next. day. Allow .
positions, no matter how erroneous _or evil.
~ry as it was intheftrst and second. Or docs
A strong desire to succeed enables you to get sufficient time in your schedule for· writing, .
Which brings me to my next point:· How can anyone imagine that here in 4fuerica; as an
up and go to your classes, read and study ·your proofreading and rewriting. . .
.
you· tell· if a person· s r~ning' is correct?: One
. textbooks, attend your labs and .lectures, take
..kM~e sure your schedule refleca · your eSSen~ ingredient is to·~ how· the Jacts fit unique: except.ion! .the servant shall be greater
than. his Lord?" .
. .
· _. ·
your own notes in class; write and rewrite you lifeseyle.Jt should be a·plan for liviqg, noi:jusi:

Plan for success· in college·

be

to

Obiter Dicta

papers, seek out and utilize academic
resources, work (if you have to) and maintain a
positive outlook on ·life. You know that all
these things arc pointing toward some success
for you.
·
Now, ask yourself this question: "Am
subordinating my 'other concerns' t~ take advantage of this educational opportunity for intellectual development in .which I am ·investing?" Reflect and see if you can answer this

studying. Therefore, it should be planned from : . o.t983-19114 EDITORS SOUGifr ·.·
Monday to Sunday and should col)tain times
. Applic~tions are nov/ being accepted for editor-in-chief and also businm-advcrtising
for reading and studying your entire course
. ·· m~ager of the 1983•1984 ·Xat~ier News, for editor-in-chief of the ·1983~ 1984 Musketeer, and
for the 1983~1984 Athenuum. ·
· .
load (U or 17 hours). It should contain timc;s ··
also for eating, sleeping, personal chores, .work,·
.. Deadline forapplications is no latertban Friday, March 4, to Linnea i.ose, chairperson, Programs and Publications Committee, 104-Husman Hall.
.
.
recreation, worship and so 9n. This·schedule
will help you to avoid wasting valuable time. it:
• Guidelines ·for writing an application and criteria for selection of editors and .business
is not the amount of time you have that. is immanager are ayailable at the Information Desk in University C~iiter, or at the Public Information Office .at io4 Husman HaJJ.
. ·
·
·
.
·
·
pon:int, but how well you use .the t~e you
have.
· lnte~iews for the position will be hc:ld immediately after sp~ing. break ..
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SG plans reorganization
Black Awareness Week
The Black Awareness Week program can on.· ly be viewed as a su·ccess in its goal to sensitize
·the· Xavier community and the broader com·munity on the problems of racism and oppression as . these conditions . are viewed by the
African-American community. Those par-·
ticipants who shared in the experience· of the
week's activities with an open and critical
mind, by far. got the most out of it. Conversely, those panicipants who experienced· the .
week's activities.with a narrow frame of mind,
~nfonunat~ly, obsnucted a positive dialetical
process from materiali~ing. ·
.Enough of the commentary, On .behalf -of
the Black Student Association I want to .thank
all who made this year's Black Awareness Week
program a major success.
Daryle D. Lewis ·
·President, Black Student Association ·

BV TONY BRAMER

which are cornerstones of racism, and are more
likely to lead to violence and confrontation
. than meaningful dialogue which should be the
goal of reasoning men and women of good
will. One would hope that concerned student
groups in future would exercise better discre- .
tion when selecting speakets on such imponant
topics. Also, administration has the responsibility to ensure that events which it sanctions
and finances ha:ve a positive effect on the campus and community .. Finally, it must be noted
that Black Awareness Week was an extreme
success. Dr. Welsing was only a pan of the
overall activities and the other events were excellent and well received.
Arline Ott, Student Government Secretary
Todd Brennan, Senator
·

.. SO President

Student Government will be changing next year. Not only will SG see many new
members with the March 17·18 Spring Elections but it will also be the first SG under the ·
new Student Government Association constitution.
· Through· the effons of an ad hoc constitution committee, ·a new constitution will be
presented to Senate for ratification at this Monday's Senate meeting. The underlying goal
behind the rewriting of the Constitution· is to restructure SG in such a way that it can better
fulfill its charge to represent the student body, to keep the student body informed and to
c~rdinate· extracurricular campus activities.
An undetstanding of the proposed changes is imponant in that it may affect those who
are planning to run for a Student .Government position in the Spring or subsequent
elections. ·
.
The most important change is the elimination of the Social, Speakers, Fine Ans and
Concerts committees and their replacement with a subordinate governing body - a Stu·
dent Activities Council.
The Student Activities Council will be chaired by the administrative vice president much
in the same way thanhe legislative vice president now chairs Senate meetings. The Council
·will consist of 16 students appoint~d by the SG president, administrative vice president and
director of activities. Appointments will be based upon applications and interviews.
· Members of the Student Activities Council will meet weekly during the academic year to
·plan and coordinate campus activities. The Council will be appointed in April of each year
for a full year term with an extensive activities planning workshop at the end of Spring semester exam period. Funding will come from the student activity fee.
The establishment of the Student Activities Council will remove from Senate the current
responsibility of planning activities and will allow Senate to deal with the areas that a
legislative body representing all students should deal with - expressing student concerns to
the administration and serving ~o build a cohesive student body.
This is but one of the planned changes. Those students who are interested in hearing all
the facets of the new constitution are encouraged to attend Monday's Senate meeting at
1:30 p.m. in CBA 2.
. .

D~. Frances Welsing ·
Crosswalks
They are genetically inferior and numerically
I have never written a letter to the Editor
inadequate, obsessed with sex and committed before. Once I almost wrote to Dear Abby .
to the control of other races. These were some about a problem I was having with a neighbor's
of the major points conveyed to' the audience, cat, but I decided it would only compound the
not by a 1939 Nazi in ·Berlin or a Grand problem if the cat read it, so I decided against
Dragon ·ofthe Kla_n under a fiery cross in rural it.
The subject I want to talk about is crossGeorgia, but by an accrediteq. psr.chiatrist on·
the Xavier campus on February 18.
walks: Crosswalks have those nice looking signs
"They'.' in question are the white race and. above them, showing a human or two walking. '-'
the .conclusion of the speaker; Dr. Frances The motorist doesn't have to read anything, he on trash day; garbage cans have a tendency to such an uncompromising stand against inur- · ·
Welsing, M.D., was that ''they" are dedicated just looks .at the sign, and thinks to himself, jump in front of my bumper.
dec? Would he shake his finger at the "fan.;
totally to the control. anq subjugation of all ''Oh, pedestrians - best I slow down.'' Most
But I slow down for crosswalks anytime, any- atics-'' working to end such a situation? If so ,II
non,white pe~ple. ·In substantiation she of- cats slow down, but it'.s a handful that zip where there is one. I try to see if any of the would respectfully suggest that someone exerfered these examples.
·
through crosswalks like paranoid rabbits being items in the road or .on the side of the road cise his "freedom of choice" and murder
• The Holocaust (on die premise that semites chased by Godzilla.
match the human being sign above. If I'm in a Meyets to relieve us from hearing such bosh.
"Hey, buddy, where's the fire?" you yell, big hurry, I may-think about something else. I
are halfblack)
.
Jerry Schutzman's only fault is that he takes
• Pool (a game devised by thewhite race where but like the rabbit, he'~ long gone.
may wonder if my sink is dripping at that very an uncompromising position with which
What is a motorist? He's a pedestrian with a moment. Crosswalks need attention, a great Meyers does not completely agree. Meyers,
the while ball knocks all the colored balls off
·
vehicle. Sure, think about it, how did he get to deal of attention. We have.to take our fellow then, is guilty of the same fanaticism, in the
the table)
Dr. Welsing tells us that the reason for this his car? Fly in? No, he walked to it. (It's really pedestrians' lives seriously.
name of "tolerance," that he _accuses..Schutz· ....... ·
is wh~te fear of racial obliteration (based on simple.)
.
Tom Sprague man of possessing .. He would place the ''idea''
her theory regardi!lg white gef).eS recessive)
So, why not respect your fellow pedestrian?·
of tolerance above all else.
and sexual envy of blacks. She defi~}ed racism Slow down when you see the human being sign
Such an outcome suggests that the "unusas ·.. a system for;white genetic survival." In overhead. It doesn't matter what time of day it Prittciples are not sinful
..
ually penetrating critique'' of fanaticism by
ad~ition to her genetic premise, she· offered . is either. I'm not trying to give ordets or
I wish to congratulate Lester Meyers for hav- Nicholas Berdyaev is nothing but hogwash.
her audience these· interpretations:
•anything, I just think people need reinforce~ ing committed· almost every act of intellectual There is no such thing as a "pure and first• The most lpopular, .virile spons-use..large, ·' · menton the subject of crosswalks.:........ . .. . ...... ~nobJ?~ry_y.ohich ·I detailed in. my adjacent col- hand moral valuation'' .independent of some
black balls .. · :' · ·: · · ' '·· ··
. I suppose pedestrians cim carry signs saying umn. Meyets not only accomplishes this scale of values, i.e., ideas. What matters is not
• Guns are symbolic of the m~le black genitals ''Drive as if my life depended on it,'' btit_this ... singular feat, but also condemns himself; all in that one attaches imponance to ideas, but to
. .i Cigars also represent male black genitals and can be most cumbersome if you have books to the same letter.
.
· which ideas one attaches imponance .
.are smoked primarily by white men of carry and storage for all these signs could prePosit, for the moment, a society in which
Schutzman obviously thinks abonion is mur- ·
wanton murder is legalized. Would Meyets -der. If he is wrong, then say so, and say why. If
authority
. sent a problem.
• White women like tall, DARK, ·handsome
Sometimes crossing ViCtory Parkway to get to not, literally, fight such a law as a matter of life his conduct is ungentlemanly or shameful,
· men (emphasis bets) ·
.
. the Spotts Center is like playing with cobras. ·and death? When a respected member of the then· point it oui:. But having an uncomIt is not the purpose of this letter to debate To b.e honest with you, I think some cats speed clergy who also happened to be influential in promising stand is not ungentlemanly, nor
Dr. Welsing. These writets agree that racism is up on Victory Parkway aS' if they are. ptaying the matter of legalizing murder came to speak does it imply that one will not change one's
one of the major problems of our time, and some real life video game. To them the human . on ''human rights;'' would he not consider it positioq in the face of reasoned argument.
feel that the campus is an ideal environment in being sign means accelerate. (Yeesh!) .
imperative to inform the public in no uncenain Such argument is,. unfonunately.- lacking on
I'm not a very good driver myself. I tend to · terms of the speaker's position?
which to explore desirable solutions. Diatribes ·
Meyer's pan.
such as this, however, only serve to increase the veer to the right and many a mailbox has sufOr would Meyets say that the issue is ~·com
fear, resentment, ignoraqce, and·. animosity fered because of this. I try to stay off the roads plex and painful," and that one ought nottake
Paul St. F. Blair

Coi'Umrlist haS wrong view "of Right to Life movement

•'
.
.
As president of the National Iijght to Life Committee, I read claimed almost every third ~a by conceived in this United States
NCPAC [National Conservative Political Action CommitteeI
Trey Daly's "Shame of Right t~ _Life'' col4mn Oanuary 20) with while. he was President (though his statement claimed · the
which suppotted the pro-abonioil Republican, Larry Williams).
a mixture of astonishment and sadpess... .
·
opposite).·
·
With some exceptions, most of us who lead the movement
D;Uy's assumption that, first, because abonion was practiced
·oppose capital punishment, but do so as a personal conviction.
·.The write~ clearly did not' do his' homework ~d· thereby
RU organizations take no official position.
demonstrated not only his own bias, but 'also our need to fur-· . (at about one tenth·to o~e twentieth the volume of today) prior
ther iriform the young people i:he Univetsity is'· educating.
to legalization, and secorid,-because such illegal abonion might
One must note that Fr. Drinan's voting record was, without a
single sidestep, 100 percent pro-abonion during the entire time
. Fitst, let me. state die obvious:· Daly simply does not speak recur, that'therefore it should be legalized, staggets any ethical
about the overwhelming majority of membets.of the Right to ' norm. BeCause banks will contimie· to ·be robbed, because
he was in the U.S. House of Representatives. As a prominent ·
Life movement.· It is tragic• that he did not even ask whether .. automobiles will-continue to be · stolen, does that justify
member of the House Judiciary Committee his influence as a
those. whorspoke-·in ot)po8ition ,~0 , the. Reverend Drinan that decriminalizing th:osi::dime5? ~' ··~ . ':··':'':a''' · :i '''';i ··· ' . ''Gatholic priest supponing the pro-abonion stand has had a rnanight spoke for. themselves, a cenain small segme!lt of t.he
Has the writer any passing knowledge of Binhright and the . jor imp~ct on many prominent Catholics such as Senators
movement, or whether they spoke for the responsible m1d- . three Preg~ancy ·Jiroblem Centets in .the general Cincinnati
Moynihan, Lahey, ·Kennedy, Mitchell and othets who have
strong pro-abonion positions.
ground where the overwhelming majority of Right to Life peo· area, with whom 'Right to .Life worksin.close cooperation?
· The fact of Fr. Drinan's clear suppon for maintaining
pie are .. , ·
Care for newborns? If there is one epidemic in the Right to
Nationwide;· the majority of Right to Life activists · are Life movement-it iS that of:adoptirig children; Mts: Willke and ·· abOnion-on-demand in this nation simply must be recognized
women, 'Deniaciats-'and Protestant. It'so happens that Right t~ · · I are proud of our one adopted and .two· foster sons.;· The ·presi~·
within our communiry> Having noted this, however, we must
Life is a coalition· of Rlght,:and Left:. tiber~! and conserv~tive,l ·dent of Ohio Right to Life, Lirida Theiss, and her husband have
state that how he is treated as an individual is another matter.
Not one of us in the Right to Life leadetship would
black arid white; _male and female, and covers the entire spec- been blessed with two naturatchildren and have also adopted
· ·
·
.
two bi-racial sons.
· : . . . ·· •· •· · ·. · -· .
. countenance verbal abuse of any peoon ·who sincerely believes
trum of this :Dation,; ·
· . Our gene:rally. pro:abonion: press (90 percent aecording to
I mention this not to ask forapplause, but merely to say that·
that theirpro-abonion position is a valid one.
_polls) has consisteridy attempted to label the movement as con· ·we are typical of thousands of oth~r Right to Life Icadets around
Funher, none of us in the Right to Life movement approve in
servative
rightwing. This . j~ .. a g~ossly ina~curate the·,Jnited States who are, far beyond·the national· average, inany way of the mixing of unrelated issues. Right to Life, and let
.
.
me be most emphatic, has no· opinion on grain sales to Russia or
characterization.· Our Political Action .Committees consistently volved 'in caring for othets.
endorse· almost ~q\ia(riumber5 0£Democrats and Republicans.
·Right .to Life organizations arou.nd the nation have no official
any other extraneous issues. Individuals are completely entitled
_ opinion on contraception. Our o~cial concern is about human.. to their opinion and equally entitled to voice them. To fail to
·Congressman Tom. Luken' is orie ·Joeal Democratic example.
· · Our sta~ewide support 9fWilliam Brown (who lost), ofT?m life once conceived. We do,,howev~r; su,ppon parental notifica~
recognize, however, the fundamental fact that those who do
Ferguson: arid Anthony Celebi:ezze (who won) are but routme . tion if hazardous prescription drugs and devices are dispen·sed
miX issues are ·1/0t spokesmen for or prototypical of the Right to
Life movement and, further, to attempt to perpetrate this
examples o(ourconsis_t~nrbacking ofDem~crats when they are by governm~nt-funded clinics to unemancipated. minors for·
pro-life; jtisi;as we consistently back.Repu~Iu:;ans when they are birth control re~ons,. Noi:e tha-r Daly inaccurately blankets all
fallacious. characterization is, to say, the least,'a rather sorry expro-life.... , , .
. _. · .
· . . .- .. .
contraceptives, when: only hazardous prescription ones are · . cuse·fo~ responsible jour1:1alism.
. ··
'
·, . ._
' ·· .
..
··
·· ·• May I suggest that Daly and others concerned with this issue
Our· people, in other capafities, have formed Pro-Lifer~ For involved. .·.
Survival (anti-nuclear), Feminists For Life, Women Exploued 1
Allow me •to take gentle bu·t fi~m exc.eption with the writer. ·become acquainted with the actual Right to Life movement of .·
and Democrats. for Life, to. mention but a few of the groups when he says that Right to Life political.effectiveness hasdeclin-. . this city. If he will give us a call, we will welcome him into our
·
seats and · ·office and into our homes. We will be most pleas.ed to have h1'm
which ~old liberal positions...
.
.
.
.ed· . . . In t'he last elect1'on ' .we. ga1'ned . two· ·ne·w Senate
.
We supponed Ro(}ald Reagan because he suppo~~ed the nght lost not a single pro~life Senator. We take real pride in "savget 'acquainted with the real Right to Life movement. .
of the unborn to live. We' similarly opposed Jimmy Canc;r · ing" three Senatots, two .. o( thern. Rc;publicans, pavid
J.C. Willke, M.D.
beca~se, systematiCally, . h~ di? ev~rything ad~i~istrativ~ly Duren berger apdJohn Danfonh,.ana one of them a Democrat,
President, National Right to
possible to guar~tee the qmunuauon of the ~dlmg wh1ch John M~lcher '(where NRLC's PAC fc;>ught .the conservative
·
Life Committee

.

and· •.·
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Musketeers defeat Detroit and ~~
Evansville; lose to Loyola 86-85 ~ ~~~
<o•••

in

BY BARBARASTEGEMAN
Sports Reporter

Who will finish where in the MCC as league
play winds down in less than two weeks? Only
time will tell. By the results of the Musketeers'
last three outings, one can bet that they'll have
to· pour all they've. got into each upcoming
·
game.
List Monday at Loyola, the Ramblers nipped
the Muskies in an 86-85 decision. The game
was tight, intense and filled with enthusiasm
for a solid 40 minutes. Neither team was able
·to run away with a commanding lead.
During the first half, Loyola ran into foul
trouble but that had no adverse effect on their
outside shooting from Alfrederick Hughes (27
points) and Andre Battle (20 points). Xavier's
Tony Hicks (20 points) and Jeff Jenkins (20
points) stirred up the Musketeer.. offense trail. ing by only four at the half, 42-38.
Early in the second half Xavier tied the scote
!·

at 44-44. Dexter Bailey grabbed a defensive re- · nition
this victory as he continued to play ·
bound which Vic Fle~ing converted into a sharp on the Muskie. defense. Vic Fleming, ·
layup. Then, Hicks' steal which· Fleming who. has been hot on offense, ·led with ·24
banked in for two more made up the four point points while Tony Hicks followed up with 19 ·
deficit from the first half.
points.
.
Scoring j~mped back and _forth· the rest of
Home. again~t Detroit, Xavier slipped away
the way. With less than 20 sewnds left and the in the last minute to a 69-61 triumph. JeffJenscore 85-82 Loyola, Bailey wis fouled a·nd shot. kins, another player on a scoring binge, grabb1·2 from the line. The Ramblers has possession· ed 25 points for the game.
·
and ran the clock down to :02 before the MusTony Hicks topped Nick Daniels on the all•
kies could foul them in order to stop the clook~ time scoring Jist with his 20 points against the ·
Loyola's Tim Nolan missed the first· shot Ramblers. He is now in second place with
from the line but succeeded with the second to· 1,695 points, just 27 away from Steve Thomas'
put the Muskies away. At the buzzer, Jenkins all-time record of 1, 722. .
•
shot the final goal for Xavier. The team still fell
one shy, 86-85.
· Jt's not over yet in the MCC. The top four
The Muskies' two wins came at the expense teams still have three crucialleague games reo£ Evansville and Detroit.
maining. One of those contests wtll be played
At Evansville, the Muskies became careless tonightatSchmidtFieldhousewitha7:3.5p.m.
with a 13 paint second half lead. They held on tip-off. The third place Muskies (7-4) take on
to the 70-68 win. John Shimko deserves recog- ·...the iecondplace Titt~ns ofOriiiRoberts
(8·3)..
'

,

Oral Roberts
2/24 at Xavier ··
2126 at N. Texas State

RE~ORDS

(
I

.

\

I
I
I

MCC

Team
1. Loyola
2. Oral Roberts
3. Xavier
4. Butler
·5. Detroit
6. E.vansville
iJ .-St. Louis
s\d(Iahoma City

10-1
8·3
7~4

7-4
6-5
4-7
2-10
0·11

Overall
16-8

(non~conference)

3/2 St.· Louis
3/5 Oklahoma Gity

. 12-11

16-7
11-11
10-10.
9-14
5-20
3·21

Xavier
.
. 2124 OraiRobens 7:35p.m.
2/26 Oklahoma City 2:05 p.m.
3/2 Niagra 7;30 p.m.
(non-conference).
3/5 at.St. Lquis 8:30 p,in .

·.,

. \

LEADING TEAMS' SCHEDULES

·Buder.
. ·
.
21(1.'3 Valparaiso (nori-~oriferenc~)~
2/26 Detroit ·.
·
2128 at.Loyola
3/6 Evansville

.. ' . . .

Lojo\a'

2 I 26 at Evansville .
2/28 at Butler
3/5 Detroit

a·ihOt

Jeff,Jttnklits lauiN:IIes
,o;· tWo points
over two. Detroit defenders ·In· the Muskles'
.89-81 victory. (Tony ~artlnO phOto).

.

.

.

.

Staak gives dflpth, ·recrUiting credit for s~eSS
'

.

BY BILL FELDHA'US
Sport• Reporter

The Xavier Musketeers are driving
for the MCC title and subsequent
automatic entry into the NCAA tour~
nament. Currently in a·third place tie
with Butler, it is important ~o remain
a first or second seed going into· the
three day MCC tournament. First
and second place teams from tl,e
regular season receive a bye in the
first round of the MCC post-season
play.
The winner of the MCC tournament will acquire a spot iil the more
prestigious NCAA tournament. Just
for accepting this invitation to the
NCAA, Xavier University ·would
receive $130,000 even ifthe team is
knocked out in the first round.
Each round . in which the
Musketeers participate provides addi-

'

'tiona! revenue for Xavier. The exposure given Xavier from televised
NCAA games . (including . cable's
ESPN) is another plus that niay help
in recruiting. Who knows, .Xavier
could experience a little deja vu from
1958, when' Xaviet was ·the
·Cinderella team that shocked the nation by taking the NIT .crown.
.
With a record of 16-7, the Muskies
have "re~unded" from their disap- ·
pointing 8-20 seasari l~t year. The ·
·question is, :what haS sparked XU to
regain their form as MCC champions
two· seasons ago?
·
"We have more depth this year
which has enabled us to use a
pressure defense," explain~d Head .
Coach Bob Staak. With' the added .·
depth and off~the-bench talent that:
the Musketeers possess, Staak can
shift players in and out without inset.

• '

._1:

..

ting inferior play~rs. This allows--for

--J.··

all three are gtlards~ a· fact which will
. produce avacancy to be filled. What
utilized for an aggressive defense and Steve .Wolf andPaul)on~. Notably; kind .of effect will this have on the
a fast break offense. ,
. . ·.
·team's performance?
·
This. is important because ·:Xavier
.''Yoll don'dose key players and·
often firids itself outsized under the
noi: fet:l.it ... bt1t w~ Jtave other players
boards; and,. conseque~tly, ::the
· ~hos~i.ild pick. up th~·slaC:k,''.Staak
Muskies · feature a· fast tempo game
said~ Hdoo_ks to IWph lee to grab
when they are at their best: Staak also
one of the staning guard positions
pointed out that the weight program
; and 'he's given .Lee the playing time
has helped players like Jeff Jenkins,
,·~Year to get the experience. · .
Dexter Bailey and Victor Fleming get
;~··~t ~thletic Director Tony
strong~r and more ..·agile ·• for this
HarriS: emphasizes tha~ this season's
seasQn. · •
··
·. ·: · . . ·
.sUccesS iS not: a fluke. instead, it_is the .
Earlier this season,·tlie Muskies hit
product of'rtte recruiting job that
·a slump a5they played nine games in ·
StUk tW cxcaited. . .
··
19days. The players felt the. fatigue ._·
; . · . S~; furientiy in ·~is third year as
of the cramped schedule. The rest of
. ·: head c~; ~just qow·~eing the ef·
the regular season, though, is more
..·.··.feets'of ~is-recruiting. ,The student
ideal with more days in bet\Veen
athletes he fust brought to Xavier are ·
games.
.· .
·. now veter2n5 who have refined their
Coach Bob Steak '.· ·
As for_'next yeai_' t~e Musides ~ill
skills~
··; ·_.: :·
lose play-making guard ·Anthony'

fr~sh players off the bench to be .· Hicks and a pair of local talents in

... :J

TYPING SERVICE
No job. too big or small..
.Word Processor
Variety of types
-Fast Service • Low Rates
Call 542·6739. Ask for Pat.'

·- ·.

·CBt~~ CRe"g¢lrng~.,- .
Low Price Auto I~urance:

Office for· Lease
. .'

'

·- Friday,
.

March" 4 ;;_a....
.

HD: • . , .

,~·.,.,.~

.
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Thursday, February 24, 1983
BY KEVIN VEENEMAN
Sports Reporter

INTRAMURAL UPDATE

Monday-Men's Six Foot and Under
.: In Like Flint jumped. out to a 28 Monday:Men's Open
··"·unbeaten. Dave Robin paced the
point halftime lead and never looked . In the best comeback of the year, Gumbys with 24 points and 11 reback as they 'defeated the Wizards the Poiks defeated the Orphans bounds. Dave Alt scored 20 for the
· 71-48. The Wizards had trouble 70-61. The Orphans left the gym 'loserS.
handling In Like Flint in the first half scratching their heads and asking Tuesday-Men's Open
but seemed to improve greatly dur- each tither "what happened"? and
The Herd handed Undecided their
ing the second half. In Like Flint theyhadeveryrighttoastheyblewa first loss this year'78-44; The Herd
placedfiveplayersindoublefigures: 23'paint lead. The Poiks just made. dominated the boards at both ends,
The Pershing Rifles were never in . JJP. a_li~tle bit at a time until they which proved. to be the difference ~n
the game as· the Herd· rolled over ·finally erased the Orphans' lead. Pat t~e game. ~e1th Pryatelled all scorers
them 68-32. MikeD' Amato and Pete . McCabe had 26 for the Orphans and With 18 pomts. ~ete Ham~er, Pa~l
Hammer had 17. points apiece to lead Scott Kaple had 25 for the Poiks.
Gartland and Mike Ertle chipped m
·The Freshman ·Persuasion were with 17; 16 and 14 respectively.
a strong Herd att~ck.
O~t of Shape took a 26 point
TheQueefersraisedtheirrecordto abl~toholdoffthe.~otSh~ts86-76
4-0 as thc:y defeated the Hatchet Men _behmd sharps~oo~1~g C:hr1s Beer, halftime lead and coasted from there
70 .38. The game was tied at 14 inthe -who ~ad 30 P?tnts mdudmg a streak as_they creamed Pi ~lpha Phi_ 81-57.
early going, but the Queefers then o~ e1ght ~tra1ght. fie!~ goals. _Bob M1ke _Keefe cashed m 28 pomts for
,
rolled off eight· unanswered 'points · Bishop chipped 10 With .22 ·pomts. the wmners..
for the Queefers.
·
Steve Wheeler tossed in 30 points for Tuesday-Men's S1x Foot and Under
96 S.O.T.. scored the first 14 points theHot Shots.
The CNT's were able to score 16
of. the second half to take full tontrol
The Courtmasters and .Bud Boys straight points to start the second half
, of the gam~. The Fudge Packers should have put on some shoulder as they rolled over the Newts by a
seeme~ to run· out of gas in the se- pads and gone down to E~anston to score of 74-43: John _Rolobse~ and
. cond half and couldn't handle 96 . play_ a game of football ~~stead of Bob Sanker le~ the wmners wtth 24
playmg baske~ball, but as It turned and 21·respe~ttvely.
.
S.O.T. The final score was 51-39. .
. The ·Courtmasters . remained ·out they played basketball and the
The GHA s had very ltttle trouble
tkaefeated as they beat the Squeaks . ~ourt~asters came out on top 77-72 with the Snatch as they did away with
5 }~~ 5 . Greg Herbert and Q'Wighr' · m, ...wtthout a doubt, ·the m?st . the Snatch by a score of 88-27. Dave
R:bchester led the Courtmaste¥s'/~ith physical game of the year. Mike Alt had 22 and Scott Seares had 19
.
.
~ jZ'! :
A~lrichs. l_ed the win~ers with 20 for the winners. ·
1 BJ~piece.
~The Premees put together ~;s.trong P<>.mts: Docon had 25 for the Bud
Double Dutch Gang held off a late
p~ttormance to beat the Trojans Boys to lead all scorers.
.
rally to hold on to a 70-59 victory.
The Gumbys needed a second half The teams went into the locker room
70-56. Bob Bishop of the Trojans led
all scorers with 28 points .. ·
comeback to beiutheJets and remain at halftime tied ~pat 38 but Dot~ble

·(I (
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on a happy note, and with Jerry's
Kids playing the last game there is
always something differ<;nt happenDutch Gang was able to score 15 ing. This week Bombs Away beat
quick points in. the second half to them 70-23 but the Kids played a
break things wide · open. Steve good first half. They trailed only
Laitanowski led the way for the· win- 27-13 at halftime. After that it was
history as Bombs Away went nuts for
ners with 20 points.·
The Qualudes bombed the Nap the rest of the game. Jerry's Kids,
Pack98-34behindaverystrongscor- however, once again proved to have
ing attack paced by Mike the largest fan following.
Schwanekamp with 25 and Tom Co-Ree Sunday
· 7 and 7 bombed Pi Alpha Phi
.Lampe and Mike Kehling with 20
· apiece. The Nap Pack may have gone 68-30 behind a strong showing from
back· into their slumber after their the girls. The 7 and 7 girls outscored
their opponents 43-10 led by Julie
first victory in two years last week.
Ahlrichs with 16 points.
Wednesday-Women's
The Chesterites wasted a strong
· Patton •s Partiers must have had a
wild party Tuesday night because performance from their. girls as they
they never showed up for their game were defeated by the Guys and Dolls
against the Rowdies. Chalk up an easy 56-52. The girls from the Guys and
Dolls were destroyed by the awesome
win for the Rowdies.
· The Double Shots prevailed in a Pete Maravich-like shooting of Julie .
tough game over w3 4 7. 34. The Crouch who had 16 points. Mike
Double Shots led 30-'13 at th.e·half Keefe led the winners with 14 points.
but a strong comeback by w3, led b; STANDINGS
Sharon Moorman, made the game in- Six Foot and Under
teresting. Julie Ahlr~,hs,i~d the win- Monday Afternoon
In Like Flint
4-0
ners with 13 points. '(ij;
Courtma5t~rs
4-0
Men's Open~Thursday
4-0
The Wizards toyed with the Monks Queefers
3-1
for the first half but drilled them in Squeaks
3-1 ..
the second half to come up on top 96S.O.T.
Trojans.
2-2
87-54. Tony Lanier led the winners
2-2
with 20 points. Mark Damyan tossed Herd
Fudge
Packers
1-3
in 20 for the Losers.
1-3
The week's play should always end Premees
Wizards
. 0-4
Pershing Rifles
0-4
Hatchet Men
0-4
Tuesday Evening
CNT
4-0
Qualudes
4-0
Double Dutch
3-1
GHA's
2-2
AC
2-2
Nap Pack
1-3
Newts
0-4
Snatch
0-4
Womens League
Double Shot's
3-0
Wasted Bound
2-1
2-1
W3
2-Wasted
1-2
1-2
Rowdies
Patton's Partiers
0-3
Mens Open-Tuesday Evening
3-1
Herd
Out of Shape
3-1
. 3-1
Undecided
Brew Crew
2-2
Pi Alpha Phi
1-3
0-4
War Pigs
Monday Evenings
3-0
Courtmasters
3-0
Gu~bys.
Freshman Persuasion ·
2-1
2-1
Bud Boys
1-2
Poiks
1-2
HotShots
0-3
Jets
Orphans
0-3
Thursday Evening
4-0
Wizards
2-1
Bombs Away
The Monks
1-2
0-4
Jerry's Kids
. Co-Ree
Kings and Queens
4-1
4-1
7 and 7
3-2
Chesterites I Delights
Guys and Dolls
3-2
1-4
Pi Alpha Phi
0-5
PHP's
Floor Hockey
Coral Reefers
5-0
Herd
4-1
Losers.
4~1
Elks
4-1
Chew Crew
3-2
GHA~s
2-3
Fudge Packers
2-3
Pit Crew
1-4
N.Y. Islanders
0-5
The Islanders found a tough way to '
go as the Fudge Packers' Schramm
and· Talty each slapped in a goal ·to
win the game 2-0.
The Pit Crew went down to defeat .
against the CGA's 3-1. McManus of
the Pit Cr~w is the Hockey Puck of
the week as he had no goals and the
only penalty of the contest.
McGaffeny and Rochester had the
only goals for the Coral. Reefers but it
was ·enough as they defeiued the
Herd 2-0.
The Elks edged out the Chew Crew
4-3 in a tough game. The game was

des.c, b.\ll ~ll. J.~c:.~.od.the EJ.4.\'I;~t~.Pil.• ·
top.

·
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Pretenders create
real· sound.
.

the Pre'tenders has been Chrissie
"Brass in Pocket," is a jubilant
Entertainment Critic
Hvnde.
affirmation of the worth of the
·'fh<'-firetenders broke on the scene
individual.
A lot has been said and written of
Causel'm, gonna make you see,
late about women in rock and roll: in 1980 with .a best-selling ·premier
Pat Benatar has shown that a woman ~ album: They were immediately lab··
Nobody else here, none like me.
can make. it in hard rock. Joan Jett eled as part of the British new wave.
I'm special, so special.
proved that a woman·can be an arroBut even in 1980; the Pretenders
·I got/a have some of your.attengant rock star. The Go-Gos showed · were more than that. With the excep·
lion, give it to me.
.
that an all-girl band can be more ti•.\ ' of Blondie (before Deborah
In songs l_ike "Up the Neck" an~
than just an all-girl band (well may- Harry. got wrapped up in· rap and
"T~~tooed L~ve. ~oys," Hy.nde shows
be).
aspirations of movie stardom), the
no stgns of ttm1dtty ~he.n 1.t come~ to
But no female has mastered the art Pretenders don't really sound like · . matters sexual. But tt IS mteresung
of rock, writing her own music, play·
that hers is a specifically feminine
outlook. The Pretenders' origin:~,lity
ing her own instrument, singing her
own·sopgs and in the process, raising
stems from Hynde, who is not trying
the art· form to a new level of exto imitate .male roc.kers but make her
cellence. That is until Chrissie
· own statement .
.Hynde, the Akron-born leader of die
As she sings iri "Lovers ofToday;"
otherwise English band, the Pre"No, I 'II never fee/like a man in .a
tenders.
·
man's world.·'' This all · comes to·
As they did with their second
gether in the Pretender's greatest
song, "Mystery Achievement,"
offering (Pretender,s II preceded by
the Extended Play) the Pretenders
which almost explodes off the vinyl.
have teased us with a single from
The band's second album, PreGang," the
.
. _.single, hl_nts thaftlils
their third album, Back on the Chain
tenders II marks a change. of course · group's tradition of creative sound will conth1Ue In their third
Gang, yet to be released. But every
and consequently, it was not popu· album. .
indication is that it .should continue
Jar in terms of sales and r~dio airplay- '~Oh but it's hard to live by the Niles, ·
they •;,e· done to you.
the usually high level of per- anyone else. They are an original.
as the first. In a Dr. Jekkyi/Ms. Jnevercould and still never do." But
An'(i/'11 die ils I stand here today,
formance.
The first ·album set the tone: a
Hyn<,le routine, the style of the sec· a new sense of hope is adcled .. in
. knowing that deep in. my heart,
The Pretenders were a four mem- heavy, hopping beat, innovative gui·
ond album alternates between an "Message of Love."
.
·They'll come.to· ruin some day,
bei' band until the death of guitarist . tar riffs, a new assertive spirit and the
even more. a~gressively sexual tone
"We are all of us in the -gutter.
· for making us pari ·
.
and keyboard player James Honey- voice of Chrissie Hynde, a sensuous,
and a tender s1de not before revealed.
some of us are looking at the stars.
'~Back on the · Chain Gang;'
In ~ongsi!ike ''The Aduluess."_an.~., ·.Look "'?und tke room, life:is u_fl· .' ~ounds like a sure winner. This band
man Scott last year at the age of 26. mysterious rolling"· alto. Hynde can
On the new album, bassist Pete Farn·. pack a veritable vault of emotion and . especially Bad Boys Get. Span~ed ... kmd, ·
..
. · ._. .. . . .15 no longera Pretenderto the throne
don and drummer Martin Chambers feeling into a simple vowel.
Hynde verges on-. the arrogant and · We fall but we keep getting up.
' and Chrissie Hynde has a legitimate
are joined by Billy Bremner on gui- · The new spirit was one of inde·
distasteful. But this-is forgiveable in
All in all, the second album, while. dlilih to Queen of Rock and Roll.
tars and Tony Butler on bass. But pendence and feminine sexual
the light of such hormonally overin- not as commercially successful, -may.·.·.
throughout it all, the backbone of asseniveness. Th.e number one hit,_ . dulgentbands like AC,DC._ On the have beena·great step forward :lrtis-·.
$~··••'
:••• • • •• •cuP.I USE THIS COUPON TO SAVE MONEY• ••••• ••: otherhand, there ar~ ·r~?.der,- ev~n tically. The next al~um wili ~r~l?ablr,: <- -· . _
_
.
. .
•
.
.
..sweet:. love,i;so~gs' hke I~ ~---_to be both a commercl~l and. artiStlCSU~"- .. jim I,.Howwasthat bite·size thee"' toney at Eva's?
:
::~leep ·. ·. and Btr4s of Para?•se.. ·
cess. The ·r~cent~y. ~eleased 4t ,sug~ . :1\lyron ana Melvin. You were two das.sy dates!
H~jRS~t£S
~etween these two extremes. ~re gestssuch.aposs!bdlty.
·>;' . . :..-!~l,dat~,and·mega·shorn,l/ovnheshonlook(sor·
:
·
• s~n:t~ ·e~~e~lent examl'les of b1t10g · In a funk single. on the B side,· tid;: :: 10usly!) Stg~ed. Curly and soon·ro·be·shorn.
•
'
. . -: SOCial CCitl~lsm .. In ''Waste Not ~ant ed ''My .Oi,ty .was Gone •• , Hynde . 'Sydd. Don I let Barney get anyone el..,'s soc;b!
COST-·1..·£ss·r·=·~~t.~' Hynde -'cor:t~~~~s a·soclety mourns the ~ecay' of her_bdov~d ~<f·Eventh?ughyouf~rgctthopillyou'realways#l!
•
_
·• hung· up. on co~:~sp1cuous con~ump- Akron, at least as she remembers ,lt .. · _ . .
. .
•. •·
'b
, •' ·. Ttm. Dtd you S« me F11day nrght.and rhen wake up?
•
·
·
•
· ... ·• t' ' •. d •' "P k It Up" h lam Th A 'd •
• _ ..
.
, , _
.
,
___ .
,
. !"• t~n,a~ ,tn, ac.·.
s e
•
e
st e 1s a.movtng tel ute tO·""'Kim. ,
..
,,,_. .•
- ·"·•'
• "·
····-,.~,.,_~···"'·_·•'.basts·
every' thing from J'acuizis' to'JamesHoneyman Sc'ott·. .
. .... ,. ·- Teddy Beat. I malic house nils.. Baby
• :.,.,'"''~.""--·' -.• .,,,.,,, ' · - ·"'- c~··""1 --~· ··,
: home video systems, _"the usual'porThe powers·that be, that force
Teddy Bear (TB); Spare me all your<harms and take me
• nography." ,,
. .
.
us to,livelike·we do ."·
,, in your arms. I can'r wait. Curie
·
Bring me to,my knees;''whenlseC.:: ;' Teicy, You're giving mi: a hearr arr:itk. Sweetie
: · The th~me of the individual is r~·
: · asse~ed In· '!Talk o(_ ~he '!own. ' whti(
. . .
·.
' DR,.What time did you iay dinnl:nyas ??!! YBFA
-.
'
Cl~ire, How abciur dinner the 26th ·of February? How
: · Anyone·lnterest~.ln·glvlng ._,ride to ablll'l ·.
_'boutspagheui?.l,isa.
·
' '.•
. st_udent· to or from Mt•. Lookout,· .please ·call . '; Sheila;:Mark's soduim _is mine. Quit looking! Lisa
BY TREY DALY
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·'Chuck, Happy BinhdayOid Man. Big 20! LOve, Diane.
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Career- Planning and Placement is ·for· all students
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The Office of Career Planning· . graduates are aware of existing and .·waits too late to decide on a career
and Placement operates in the projected opportunities; and to issue in business or .industry and then is
following areas: career counseling data to the President and Deans unsure of . skill usage, of how to
for ·undergraduates, seniors, that they must have in order to be transfer skills, of entry level posigraduate students and alumni; stu- responsive to the job market.
tions and where to find them.
d~.nt employment off-campus (part.CP: How does CP&P relate ·to the · My advice is for every Plan A,
time and vacation); relations with liberal arts student? ·
there should be a Plan B close· at
employers; relations with .the ·BURKE: Social service agencies, hand. Come to the . regularly
university community.
business, and educational institutions scheduled Workshops and/or arObjectives in each of the above
have traditiqnally relied heavily r a n g e f o r a c o u n s e I i n g
·
areas include:
upon the liberally educated person appointment.
• To provide service .to the stu- for their leadership. This isn't sur-' CP: Liberal arts majors argue that
dent .throughout the college years prising, given the fact that leader- CP&P doesn't have employers on
facilitating analysis of interests and ship implies perspective, vision, im- campus interested in them. What is
values, acquisition of occupational :agination, insight, logic"-- precisely your response? ·
.
information, determination of the qualities which tend to be n\lr~ BURKE: Last· year 23 of the more
short-.and long-range academic and tured by the study of histo.,, than 100 employers who interviewvocational goals.
. philosophy, political science, and ed on·campus were interested in in.• To assist in determination of psychology.
terviewing liberal arts majors, even·
career goals, exploration of the job·
Today's liberal arts graduates more so if.students had the Business
market and preparation for job should be required to have some ex- Option. Local major employers
search; to seek out specific job op- posure to business and technology, such as Cincinnati Bell and Procter
portunities and to assist with place- otherWise the interests and oppor- &t Gamble Company definitely seek
ment of qualified clients,
tunities of . its graduates will be . out liberal arts majors for their
• To provide information about limited., Frankly, in a technical communiCation and analytical
current · job openings and job- world. ·I question whether anyone skills and creativity.
.hunting techniques; to explore the · - professor, philosopher, doctor,
·Nationally, American Hospital
interrelationship between part-time lawyer, legislator - can function Supply Corp. has hired X.U. grads:
and vacation employment and effectively without some understan- . each year for the past five years,
short- and . long_.range career ding of the .economic, chemical, and one half of those hires have
objectives.
·
and physical forces which surround come from the College of Liberal ·
• To provide employers with the us.
· A~ts.
facilities, .. professional assistance
CP&tP has specially designed
It is true that non-profit and
and opportunity to gain access to Forums and Workshops to aid in government agencies have not
· student and alumni job candidates; the career decision making of recruited in any significant numbers
to acquire information about cur- liberal arts majors. Liberal arts . since the late 'sixties.· For the past
. rent hiring trends and needs of :·graduates traditionally ·look · to thr~ years government. hiring on
employers; to cultivat•(' com- graduate or 'prOfeSsional pro8rams all levels (federal, s~ate, local) has
munication . between hiring. iri law, medicine; higher:education; been severely curtailed.
In fact, at the federal level (down·
organizations and faculty.
. positions in government, social ser·
47% since 1979) there continueS to
The CP&P office is located in the vice, etc.
While in their 4-year programs, be. a hiring freeze~. Non-profit agenUniversity Center,, ground floor.
Hours, Monday through Friday are inany of the ··liberal arts majors cies and organizations usually do
8 a.m. t9 4:30 p.m. Regular hours begin to cloak themselves in the · not · have manpower projections ·
are maintained during the summer. thinking' of their future career and and hire replacement or additional
In a recent interview with Louise thus, often unconsciously, begin to personnel ' usually according to
Burke,· Director. of ·cP&tP, Career use and refine their special skills of board decisions or a specific need at
Pathways discussed the following · communication, problem-solving a given time.
and creativity. · These skills are
Exectitive Directors tell me that
questions:
.
. they ·hire almost exclusively from
CP: What are the challenges_ f.or. :useful in all occupations.
It is a good idea in today's soCiety among their volunteers.. Volunteer
CP&P today7
.
.
.
to have an alternative career plan. at a number of different agencies if.
BURKE! Th~ challenge is twofold:
to make certain that prospective _All to() often, the libe~al arts major this is your career choice.
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CP: How do you assist liberal arts
majors in finding jobs7
BURKE: That depends on what the
liberal arts student wants to do.
There are a broad collection of majors. A sales career or customer service operations is feasible for any
major.
Liberal arts people, through inaccurate advice or wishful thinking,
set their minds on careers where
there are few job opportunities. No
one recruits in public relations or
advertising. Opportunities in those
fields are very hard to find at entry
level.

CP: Have there been any new companies or institutions recruiting oncampus this year7 ·
BURKE: Yes, five firms and three
graduate schools.

CP: What is CP&P doing to attract ·
more local employers?
BURKE: As Director, I try to be out
of the office some time each week to
visit potential . employers of our
students. We send out periodic
mailings to small and medium-size
companies; recently we hosted a
first for the Cincinnati community
. -.The Recruitment Seminar.
Over one dozen local employers
CP: Are you opposed to majoring attended a hillf-day·sessiotl"ranging
froin information about the nuts
in the liberal arts?
BURKE: 'ABSOLUTELY NOT! The and bolts of a placement office to
excellent, broad-based education setting recruitment goals. Within
these students receive is valuable to one week of the Seminar, five fullan employer. However, I would ad- time positions and three part-tiJll.e
vise students to major in a liberal. positions were called into the CP&tP
arts area area while thinking about offiee by the participants.
what they can do with that degree.
I look for continued involvement
We get too hung up on a MA- from these and. other· Greater CinJOR: in most instances a major is cinnati area firms. Also, CP&tP is
not 'important to the 'job. It is the contacting alumni to request their
skills required for .the particular participati~n. in the job notification
~b.
. process.

CP:• How many recruiters come on CP: What is your philosophy for
the CP&P office?
campus each year a-'d .how many
have cancelled their schedules this BURKE: Preventive counseling
rather than crisis counseling!
year?
.
.
BURKE: CP&tP has steadily increased Students should refer to the 4-year
its number of companies since 1977 process. Students have to be willing
to about· 100 companies until the to invest some thought and EF. last year. In 1981-82, when place- FORT (otherwise called ENERGY).
ment offices began to feel the effects over a period of time if they ~ope to
of the recession, CP&tP lost 16 com- win that competitive edge. It's a
panies. Ten of those cancelled' buyer's market today.
schedules came· from the
automotive, construction and st~l CP: ·How does the job market look
industries.
for .the 1983 graduate?
·
The remaining. six, however,
came as a result of companies look- BURKE: The job market doesn't
ing at their productivity at schools look particularly good. A lot of
where they recruit. Questions like: companieS have cut back on their
.
from which schools were· they do- · hiring needs. ..
.Some of them · have cancelled
ing their hiring?. Cost per hire7
Where did successful alumni go to schedules because · they have · no
positions to fill. That doesn't inean
school?
Those· six companies all· found,
there .are no jobs. It means there
after several years each of making ·will be more competition for finding a job .
offers to X.U ..graduates, that their
offers were rejected because of
RELUCTANCE . TO RELOCATE.
CP: Does CP&P assist foreign
This year we have had
students in finding jobs? · .
approximately 10 cancellations of
BURKE: If a foreign student has a
schedules.
permanent residence visa, a company has the opportunity to hire ,
CP: Is relocation a problem fo.r him/her without a great deal of
X.U; graduates?
.
difficulty. If. a student has an F1, or
BURKE: ~mphatically - YES. I student visa, it
be very difficult
always tell the seniors that watering to get a job.
holes like their beloved Dana's exist
·There is very little we can do to
iri ·every city. There·is no point, in, help them because of U.S. Governinterviewing·wit!'t a national/multi~ ment regulations which prevent
national corporation if. you are not · companies from hiring people in the
flexible on the relocation issue, · - · U,S .. on ·student·visas. · ·
.
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Louise Burke, Director, CP I P
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Planning for fhe future.

Workshop SerieS

.:-;.•

The Workshop Series sponsored with the opportunities that exist in · . A professional recruiter will give. ·
·by CP&P will,give you the com- the world of work; You will focus you tips duril\8 that mcick intervieW
petitive edge needed in · today's first o~ the position yo~ seek, then, which will help prepare you for
economy: Students are encou.raged on the organizations for which you your actual interviews.
•Job Search Strategy'
to begin with the Self-Assessment would like to work.
In the Job Strategy Workshop we
Workshop in. their Sophomore
year. If you are a Junior or Senior. You will learn techniques to help you put it all together. We help' ·
and have not started the career make decision making more you establish a plan for getting the
development process, it's never too manageable. You will learn- to ex- position . you seek in the organiamine the alternatives and make the . zation you want. We recommend
..
late!
ways to circulate your resume! deStop by the CP&P office for a choice that's right for you.
velop new contacts, and find out Debbie Blalac·counsell! student~ aft~r workshop....
· workshop schedule and sign up for
about the many jobs that frequently work is through.--the many Career' f~culty member or CP&P staff ·
· -~Resume Development.
Self-Assessment today.
. Having evaluated yourself and go unfilled even in these harsh Forums sponsored by CP&P. This ·member.
··
•The Self-Assessment and In- established some goals, you will· economic times.
year
career
forums
are
geared
to-Internships
are
usually reserved
formation Gathering Workshop
then be ready to develop a strong
ward business students and-liberal for juniors. Any junior interested in
This' threecsession workshop· is ·resume _:_ your foot in the door to
students. At each forum three an . internship should submit five
·designed to help you understand that company, social service or . NETWORKING: The Key to a Sue- ·· arts
or four speakers discuss the par- ,copies of a current resume to
yourself, your skills, interests, government agency you seek ..
cessful Job Campaign
ticular field, a typical day on the CP&P. It is recommended that stuYou will learn to express yourself
values, and needs - all of which
"lt's not what you know, but job, the job outlook, and the career dents attend a Resume Develop-·
will be important in w~itirig a well on paper in a clear,. conCise who you know': is a phrase th'at's paths usually available.
ment Workshop or see a counselor
strong resume, interviewing effec- style so that the employer will want often heard when people are job
in·.CP&P to be sure the resume is
tively, and finding the job that's to invite_ you In for an.employment hunting. Personal. contacts can help · Speakers represent a variety of vel'}' professionally written.
·right for you. In the workshop you interview.
you .in your job search. It is es- · industries and organizations. At the
lriter!lships currently available
You . will learn to distinguish · timated that over 80% of all jobs end of each forum, speakers are us- through CP&P are in the fields of
-will look at past achievements,
part-time jobs you have held, and yourself from the. crowd because are obt~ined through personal cdn- ually avallabltdor individual. ques- marketing 1 sa I e s, · co Input e r
ways in which you like to spend . you know that employers often. re- tacts, rather than through classified '· tions. These forums are highly re- science/information systems, and
your time.
ceive ·hundreds of resumes per. ads or employment agencies.
commended for sophqmores and. . youth service administration. If inYou will do written exercises and month. you will complete· . the
So begin to think of the personal juniors to explore various careers.
terested, stop by the· CP&'P office
talk to others in small groups. You workshop, follow-up with a coun- contacts you have who may help
for further details.
will hear tips about ~ntering the job selor in CP&P, and come away you find a job- relatives, friends,
· · Internships Prepare'You
market' from the counselor who
for the Future
leads the group. You will finish/the with a very ·professional-looking . teachers, your family. doctor,
resume having the following maybe the person whom you sit next
Highly
valued
in a prospective
wo,·kshop, knowing exaCtly what characteristics:
to on the, plane on your trip to employee is work related to the job
you have to offer an employer.
. 1 . Neatly typed without any Florida over Spring. break ..
that person is seeking. An internIn the third;sessiori of the work- typographical errors.
·
ship is an excellent way for a· stushop you will begin to investigate
·
•
Personal
contacts
can
often
help
2. Typed on heavy white or off·
the numerous career pat hs- which white paper, minimum of 20 lb. you ·get a job interview, but they dent to gain work experience reare open to you. You wi 1I learn
won't necessarily get you the job. lated to his/her field of interest
about various written resources weight.
.
You still must be prepared fo'r the while the employer observes and ..
such as the. Directory of Occu- . 3. Clearly and concisely written interview·- knowing exactly what gives excellent experience to a po~ ·
· ·
captional Titles and the Occupa-. using action ~ords that highlight you want to do, where you want. to tential emplo~ee.
tiona/ Outlook Handbook which list your accomplishments.
do it, and why.
.
thousands of jobs you might seek.
.
CP&P can help. you establish a
You will learn how to develop a •Interview Skills/Videotaping
network through ACAS, the Alumnetwork of. contacts. who will. be· .. You~ve su~cessfully,. gotten. your .. ni.Career~Advisins:,Servic~,. Many', Altp<!u8hXav•er Umvers1ty has no · ' :.
·· .. ··
.
.:_ ,
· :~mstruri\entaLcin:!h~\ping?~:You··~'find'~~·footin the dooi<for an interview off Xavier ·at\!,mnf 'representing num- centralized· internship · program, ...
~h·
'that first job. You will gain access campus or you have ,successfully erous career fields are· currently on various departments and the CP&P .
·
·e·
to Xavier alums currently employed made the bid for. an on-campus file in the CP&P office. ··
office· often assist students in ob~
..
. ' ·.
.
..
in the Cincinnati area.
·
interview. Now the tough part . tainirig internships.
They have volunteered tci talk to
These alums representing a. var- marketi~g yourself·· during . the
students about their careers; Stuiety of fields will be glad to counsel · employment interview.
. The int~rnshi{co\ln be arranged
you and share their experiences The interview skills workshop dents can visit the5e alums on the · for pay '(usually in business. _and
·all of which will help you in your will give_ you tips on'how to dress, job to get an understandil\g of the industJ:'y) or on a.volunteer or for~
job search.
how to re5pond to questions, and work environment,· ·job reSpOnsi- cr~it- basis (non-profit .. or social
•Decision-Making
how to .impress the recruiter. As bilities, and ·other first-hand know- . service agencies). In ·an internship
li\ the Decision-Making Work- part of the ~orkshop you will have ledge of the particular field.· ·
the .student. is usually given . sigAnother excellent means of es- nificant· work·experien'ce and careshop you will learn to match your .the opportunity to participate in a
tablishing_ that : all-important ·net- ful 5UJ)ervision bf. the employer,
skills, interests~ values and needs mock interview on videotape.

~~;·~~"*;~i;::~ ~!!lratit:Jg
'14o·.·. · . ·

C·lass
of '83

JOBCLUB -·

Business' Career..- Series

Spring, 1983 ·seme5ter the. Career
Planning and Placement office initiated a Job Club .for December
graduates who have not yet obtained full-time employment. At the.
beginning of January letters were
· sent to all December graduates registered with CP&P inviting them to
join the Job Club. Enrollment was
limited to 1Z m~mbers for the initial

& indusmai Relation$

S:»-7:00 p.m.
Terrace. Room

liberal Arts Career Series-.. ·....
'

p~ogram.·

· The first meetirig was held on-wednesday, · January 19th and
members are meeting each Weditesday for the next seven weeks with
Stephanie Bates, Career Counselor, ..
who is servin8 as moderator.
· The general purpose of the Club
is to as5ist gra~uates in· setting goals
and charting their progressin an Jndividual :)ob search: The .group
method ·provides an atmosphere of
support in-which experienCes can be
shared and members can learn from .
each other.
lt also offers an opportunity to
.stimulate actual job search situations and to receive valuable feed~
back from other members.
Some of the specific services provided by this. prograin include
assistance in making employer contacts, developing new job leads, improving resume and job correspondence, sharpening interview
skills · and expanding career
'alternatives.
.
·~ember graduates interested i.n
joining the· Job Club,·~ invi~ed t.o

· :Ccfreer5 iit .Economics

Tuesday, March 1

'

,.

'

'

·Careers for History &:·..

,''.'

. ' I

~ .

'

: '

,.

',.

'·

· '' · .·
Political ~ce. Majors* · ·: •

':.:

1i»-2:30 p.m.
Terrace Roqm ·
Thursday,

M¥dt·24

·.,, ..

., ~ ir\ Foreign

~ ~ajors*

. economi~ environ~ent' 'will improve and theCiass of 1984 will not
face. such difficult times .. But there
are no guarantees; You can increase
your chanc~ of fin!iing employ... ment by starting to. make some·
career decisions now.
Stop by the CP&;P office and let a
counselor help you plan for next
year..... Aiso· be sure to attend a.
speeial CPiiP meeting on Wednes-: :
day, April '6,,.~(l:Jo p.m, or. 5:30
p.m! in the. Theatre of the University Center. You.will_ reduce the. ten~
sion of senior year' with. help from
CP&P..·.·
.
.

information from OCIS; Graduate
schoot descriptions are · also
. available. .
.
Students using.OCIS will receive
a print-out f~om. the terminal_; T.~~ ·
infom.tation contained.in tl)is•p~"t;1
OUt .. CfUl then . be . brought to d ~
counselor, for further discussion,,
OCIS.is an,_exciting, .easy~to~use .~~t
to p~ valuable career. info~atio9~;

WORKSHOP.FOR
·UNDECIDID MAJORS
OFFERED . .

The choice'rita majoi.can~ one·.
of the most diffieult decisions a college student has to make. CP&P is
OCIS . AIDS
sp~msorin'g a Workshop for
UNDERGj{A,D~ATES
· Und~ded Majors- on Thursday,
.Confused . ab~ut y6ur camr , March 13, at 1:30 p~m., in the Regis
objective?. Seeking , information Room .. Freshmen and Sophomores
about waduate 5chools7 Interested ' who are struggling with the choice
in the latest &alary figures? .
·of. a major are strongly urge~ to

The Ohio·. Ca~r lnfor~at~on . at~h~~undecided major frequently
System <q<:IS) can. help. OCIS 1s a ·feels tremendous pre5sure from
.co~puter1ze~ gu1dance system parents, p~rs, ·and advisors. This
avada~le -to all s_t_udents._ Studen!~·. · wor~hop · is. designed to ·help
can gam acces~ to OCIS from any freshmen, and. sophomores l~am t.C!>
co~puter t~rmmalon campus. For . deal; more effectively witi1 these·
· . call the Car'ee~ .Planning & Place- · seniors recently?l:fiwe-you noticed ass1stance m the use of . OCIS, , . pressures, . .
. _ . · . :i rJ
ment · office . at .745-3141 to·. have how anxious they-are about finding .stude~ts- _should stop by . Career · · _,.In il~dition, students will learo
their name placed on a waiting list. ··. employment? Have you heard them Pl~nm~g & ~lacement where a ter~ . about the ~any resources available
They .will be contacted as soon as say. "I wish I'had started career mmal_ 1s avada?le. .
.
ori the. X.U~· camptis whiCh can
an' opening occurs. . •
planning earlier?"
·
. Students are able to c?~plete an make their decision making ·about a ·
·Based .on the.rt!$ults of this pilot
Senior~ are facing the tightest job 1?ter~st survey, enter th1s mfo?J'il~ ,rt:tajor. more. managea~Ie .. The
program,. CP&P hopes. to :establish . marketin years: Yet; many. of them . t~o~ mto the co~p\lterand rec~ave a works~op will also help Freshmen
the Job Club as· an C)n~going·service . wilL~ f,ind . employment, especially .. hstJn~ o~ P?tentJal c~reefS. Students and Sophomc>rt!$ _begin ..to ge~ sqme
··to Xa~ler students.·:;/,,
tli'C>5e'•who have devoted some time · seek1ng anformahon about ~ career direction3
· ·
· ··
)UN.·
. IORS. ~- . A. RE' :,y'.·ou. RE. AD.Y.l . .· . to career plan_rdn~. . . .
.
. specific . job includin~ qualifica.. The choic~ of a .tniljor is im im.
taons, nature _of work, JOb outlook, . pprtant. d!!Cision and often a dif~
.)union, hav~..Y.O~,tAI&ced. ~0- any ' . 'Ev,eryf?"e,, i~; J\oP.ins I ..tb~t :t~, ·. . ~d~lary 'fJ8U~ ~an' requesqhis fi~t ~ne to make.• €P6P. can -~lpb 'I'·

1:»2:30 p.m..
Terrace Room
. .
.
. .
.
students n!gardless of
*These forums are ~pen to all liberal
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Future careers: crystalballing the future
In ·a copyrighted story, "Careers With A following professions:
Future: Where Will the Jobs Be in the 1990's,"
•New type. specialists called the "energy
June, 1982, ·The Futurist (publisher: World auditors." They'll help '!;>usiness property and
Future Society) Marvin Cetron and Thomas · homeowners pinpoint energy (heat)_ loss.
O'Toile wr'lte: ·
They might be employed by the public util:The worker wh() accepts technology and ity, or could be independent consultants
. is willing to. retrain for the jobs of the future There is a good chance the government will
js far more likely to be employed than .the · require some · 'e of certification in order to
worker who fights it. There will be hardships be called. "ent.6Y auditor." This by itself
along the-way. More and more workers will could create thousands of new jobs .
. have to change ·old habits, learn new skills
•Adequate heath care is a major world· and move to ·new-locations."
wide problem. Nurses, midwives, para~ .
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revo- medics will be'used extensively, especially in
lution in 1850, there has been a.continuous developing countries. Health care educators
process of growth, decline and creation of will be in demand. Additionally, in the
jobs. If there is really a lesson out of it, peo- health care product. area there will be a growple simply cannot rest on a particular skill ing need for sales representativ'es, production
and expect job security forever.· Jobs grow plannE'r~, physical distribution people.
and decline and th~n they're replaced .by
•A new occupational categpry in the field
others.
Employment studies have shown that there of health care is "patient advocate." A fourwill be jobs requiring higher educational year degree with no special major is the basic
achievements _and extens~ve .. technological ·requirement. Two skills required wo1,1ld be:
training available · to people in the labor gpod interpersonal skills -·need to be able to
force. Workers without college degrees are mediate for· patients; analytical skills - to
expected to have fewer opportunities to ad- ·find out the problem. Additionally, a fam- ·
vance .to higher level managerial, sales, and iliarity with hospitals (on a volunteer basis)
might give a candidate the competitive edge.
·
service jobs.
•Robots will be used to perform com, The U.S. Department of Labor predicts puter-directed physical and mental func·that there will be .newly created as well as tions. GM Corporation recently announced
t~aditional job openings in the energy, min- plans to spend $1 bjllion by the end of the
ing (coal), construction, communication, decade to install 14,000 robots on its assemtele-conferencing, robotics, and health care . bly lines. A sales force will be needed to mar. ket the ·robots; also needed .will be proindustries.
Career opportunities currently opening up duction managers and . technicians for the .
in the labor force include the need for the robots.

Overview Of
The Job Scene

•Genetic engineering technicians· will be entertainment, etc. For example, enhanced
needed. Engineering technicians will be 'need~ two-way ·communications systems using
ed. Engineered man-made materials will find cable, satellite, computer and videodisc techextensive use in industrial products, phar- nology will revolutionize the. information
maceuticals and agricultural products.· Peo" and receiving process. As a result audiences
pie employed in this field ~ill n·eed a degree will become · much more segmented and
in chemistry, biology, or medicine. For ex- specialized, forcing public relations proample, the revolution in animal genetics .fessionals· to discard many of the traditional
should make possible giant gains in efficiency methods used to reach and influence their
in livestock production and may well play a publics.
major role in· feeding an. exploding world
• Projecte.d need for technical writer~ ·
population;
·
(writing that conveys scientific and technical
•An aging population will need geriatric information both. to specialists and the nonsocial workers. Retirement homes, care cen- specialist general public) in the sciences, reters, outreach programs are being developed search labs, technical industries, universities,
now. Students who have an i_nterest in this etc. The B.A. degree should emphasize writfield should volunteer their free hours to see ing and science.
if they like this environment and gain an edge
•Busim!sses employ technical writers for
when interViewing for a position.
brochures aJtd manuals used by sales reps.
•In construction there will be a need-for
• In the ·transportation area, mass rail
architects and educators who understand transit will revive in the form of: trolleycars,_
solar and are able to design energy-efficient subway trains, passenger trains. More people
buildings. New opportunities for educators will take the bus.
to retain-architects. Here again will be a need Problems always create career opportunities.
.
for sales reps.
Some of the bigger problems facing the
•Computers! No matter where one works, · world in thel980's ... too·many people, not
the basic tool needed on the job will be the enough health care facilities, not enough
ability to operate a ~eyboard. The ability to ·food, not. enough energy, dependence ·upon
master the computerized office of the future foreign energy resources, too much waste
will be an essential ingredient ·of success for garbage and fewer places to dispose of it.
tomorrow's manager. Positions will exist for
Some .of the career opportunities created
sales represen.tatives, programmers, systems by these problems: agronomists who wiii
analysts, service engineers, ~tc. · · ·
have the responsibility of increasing agronomic production; foresters because the de•Communication. technology, 9therwisL mand-for lumber and paper will grow; sani- ·
called the infor.mation explosion, is reaching tary services - ~ecycling will grow in impor-into all areas: advertising, public relations, tance.

Table·I

Factors in Obtaining Employment

• Colleges and universities are lege graduates which leads. to. a
continuing to .turn out record p'robl~in' centered .. around "under-.·
numbers of college graduates' and·.· employment." Many graduates will
will continue to do so through the. . take jobs for which a college degree·
· 1980's .,....: 1.4 million graduated in is not required.- jobs for which the
1982.
training and preparation in the rna• By 1985 white collar wo'rkers jpr field may not be fully utilized.~
are expected to account for slightly
Graduates should trY to avert
more than half (51.5%) of the'economy's total employment. Approx- underemployment ·by using · the
imately 21% of all job openings are CP&tP office resources, .workshops
.
expected to require persons with 4 and seminars.

Very Important
23.7% .'
-69.0.
38.3
42.9
37.9
,6.8
44.1

Grade· Point Aved1ge
Oral Communication Skills
Written Communication Skills
Poise
·Appearances.
Social Graces
Personality·
School Attended
_Recommendat-ions

Important
64:5o/~.

30.0
52.2
57.1
56.9
64.0
51.6
51.6
52.8

1.1
16.9

Not
Important
11.8%'
1.0
9.5
0.0
5.2
-29.2
4;3
47.3
30.3

or mor~ years of:college.
There are several factors about
.. ~Total openings:·
the competitive job scene in the So's
Table II
. ) .
Growth: 28% Replacement: . · that students should be. aware of:
51% Upgrading: 21%
•Slightly over -half of the job
• More students are gtaduating
openings for college' graduat_es· are from college than ever before
expected to result from the need to . • More students are seeking jobs
replace college graduates who die,
· • There is no· draft to siphon off
retire, or otherwise leave the·labor· the supply
65·.5%
32.3%
Grade Point Average·
2.2%
farce: The· bulk of these replace- . • There is no war-time· boom
.
23.7
1.0
~ent o~ning5 are ~xpect~ t~'b!! in economy
: .
. Oral Communication Skills
75.3
,. The anti-business attitude has
professtonal: and techmcal' •occu3.2
35.1
·Written Communication Skills
61.7
'pifions• ·which. presently ·employ dissipated
·
·
5.4
51.6
Poise , t .
•
'
·
43.0 ·
substantial numbers . of college
• There are fewer jobs now in
2.2
. ' 68:8'
" ·
· 29 .o
graduates.,<· :.> , < .: f! _,.. . .
·government and educat~on i ·, ; , : , ·. · Appearartce ·
·· ·· · ' ' · .... ·
• Goverririu!nt pressure to hire ·
·r·; 61.. 2. . ..... 30.0
r!•')j;H:. ';:\
.:.f•vl.\'<'
. Education~!; upg~adi~~ reflects ~omenand minorities · · ·
44;1 . '
'·3.2
21% 'of the' dpeltiitgs 'for college .
.• An 'interest shift is moving stu:.
·-87.1
12.9
School Attended
0.0
graduates ...;.. Jhe5e w~H be' jobs not dents from liberal arts fields to
55.0
33.7
previously.· requiring a'· ci:i,llege de- 'more vocationally-oriented subjects
Recommendation$.. _
11.3
gree. This. "educational upgrading" .
, .
. . ·
Source: Professo~ ·Allan BU~, tdirinesc)ta
!;oothwest State Uniyersjty
. . .,
is resulting partly from ·the changCollege recruiting tend~ to. follow
•. • .J
ing nature of the content of existing the overall economy .in the short
jobs and also is a reflect~on of em- ·term" .As the economy · recedes;
ployer's response to . the . greater . r«ruitirlg declines, .but · not · as ·
• strong communkation skills
On the ,local scene; xu graduat~ public or private sector in which
availability ·of college. graduates in . . rapidly as employers hang on to the
• general level of intelligence.
they choose to work.
·
·registered
with.
the
Career
Planning.
·
the labor market, Le., ,fast-food. • belief that things will shoftly turn
·• leadership
and Placement office experienced a ·
chains,-. specialized retail' outlets, up.
.. · · . .
.
• work related to career interests
. How do you learn tp commun·This make$· the bottom .:very. 60% placement rate (while; high as
measured
against
o.ther
midwestern
sharp. A.s· the. economy improves,
· etc.
. icate effectively? It takes practice!
.
.
Some students will be stronger in
giiManyemployers have lorig .pre-. recruiting tends to pick. up,' but schools without engineering pro- · To begin .with, practice communigrams it w~s·a.drop from 70% in cation skills in the classrooms, (ask certain attributes than .others. For
''ferred to employ college graduates again the increase' is·not· vei'y··evi~ . 1981)..
.
questions, engage, in effective dia- example, if grade point average ap. (,
dent until the. upturn is fairly well
forvario~s jobs, but wer_e unable to_.
logue, etc~), work ~n groups, join pears to be 'low. (as specified by an
· hire. them in the 1960's";when · underway..
. • Despite the do!Jm and glo~m of dubs and other. organizations to employer), the student should be.
. 'supply-demimd. conditions .favored
.
. college graduates. Howev!'!r, ·as a
Nationwide offers ·to the· grad- the current recruiting year, the job~ p'ractice the art of persuasion and well-prepared with work experience
·
. surpltis'of college graduates began uates in 1982 .were a~ follows:
. are out there for graduates.who are convincing others. Skill in com- and l~adership skills.
willing t'o go whe're.thf! jobs are ~0- munic"-ticin is only one of the at.It is the composite picture blendto appear in the .early 1970's, em- . • Enginee~ing - 57% (a drop from
cated ... and w.ho , .have . S!4perior . tributes employers.seek.
ed With the articulate ability to
. pJoyer5 have employed them to fill 63% in 1981)
communication . skills. Graduates
define what YOU 'want to DO,
· an increasing number· of positions . • Business- 28%
with· pr~ven communication skills. '.
Among the many attributes. em- WHERE you want .to do it arid ..
which traditionally ·did not require
• Scientific disciplines - 11% ·· will continue to have the advantage. ·· players look for in a new employee,, . · WHY thar will ·determine whether
d
·
·
(computer science dominated)
or not . follow-up interviews wiil
;a ~r;te.a growth ·in col.lege-level · • Humanities and social sciences" . in the interview as well as in career the following ones are ranked in the occur.
progression, · regar'dless . of · 'thlf top four:
.
:
jobs, ·there is an over-supply_ of'~ col~
, 4% •• ,.' •' ' ' I • •.:. • , "_\'
' . .'
~
t" ) .•,.,<.
·~
!\ ... :,
'<'~\I '.,: ·_. :": • ;.:. ~.- ~:·.. '·..... ·o~- ~ •._ , ·, ,' ' ~: \ •
~ <• ,
~:.:.l'o, t~~~ ~' ''• , .. _ , ... ·, ', r:'

-.Factors .in Succeeding on the Job and.
G~tting Promotions ·
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FliT~~~- QUESTIONS FREQUENTLY ASKED BY EMPLOYERS DURING INTERVIEWS
NITH COLLEGE SENIORS (ADAPTED FROM ENDICOTT RE~ORTS 1974-77)

1.

. ,,

What are your long-range and short-range goals anq objectives; when and why did you establish
these goals and how are you preparing yourself to reach them?
·
~
2. What specific goals other than those related to your occupation have you established for yourself
for the next 10 years?
.
3. Where do you see yo:.;.rself five years from now7
4. What do you really want to do in your life?
5. What are your long-range career obj\::..:tives7
6. How do you plan to achieve. your carPer goals?
.
·
7. What are the most important rewards you expect-in your business career?
8. What do you expect to be earning in five years?
9. Why did you choose the career for which you are preparing?
10. Which is more important to y~u, the money or the type of job7
11. What do you consider to be your greatest strengths,and weaknesses?
12. How would you describe yourself?·
.
13. How do you think a friend or professor who knows you well would describe you?
14. What motivates you to put forth your greatest effort?
15. How has your college experience prepared you for a business career?
16. Why should I hire you7
.
.
·
17. What qualifications do you have that mak_e you think that you will be successful?
18. How do you determine or evaluate success?
·
19. What do you think it tak~s fo be successful in a company like ours?
20. In what ways do you. think you can make a contribution to our company?
21. What qualities should a successful manager possess?
22. Describe the relationship that should exist between a ·supervisor and those. reporting to him or her7
23. What two or three accomplishments have given you the most satisfaction? Why7
24. Describe your most rewarding college experience.
25. If you were hiring a graduate for this position, what qualities would you look for7
26. Why did you select your .college or university?
27. What led you to choose your major?
28. What college subjects did you like best? Why?
.29. ·what college subjects did you like least7 Why? .
30. If you could do so, how would you plan your academic study differently? Why7
31. What changes would you make in your college?. Why7
;32. · Do you have plans for continued study? An advanced degree?
..
33. Do you think your grades are a good indication of your college achievements?
34. What have you learned from participation in extra-curricular_ activities?
35. In what kind of work environment are you most comfortable?
36. How do you work under pressure?
.
37. In what part-time or summer jobs have you been ·most interested? Why7
38. How would you describe the ideal job for you· following graduatiori7
39. Why did you decide to seek a job with this company?
40. What do you know about our company?
41. What two or three things are most important to you in your job?
42. Are you seeking employment in a company of a certain size?
43. What criteria are you using to evaluate the company for which you hope to work?
44. Do you have a. geographical preference? Why? Does relocation bother you7
45. Will you relocate?
46. Are you willing to. travel1
.
.
47. Are you willing to spend at leas.t six months as a trainee?
48. Why might you like to live in the area where our company is located?
49. What major problem have you encountered and how did you deal with it7
. .;:..~~:... , ~-~t. -~~r~~:Yo~~)~~re~. 1~~~,--·Y~u.r:. Wi!i~~~~7,_,; ···' .. ·-.:. ::· ...... , . ~·· .
. .

INTERVIEW TIPS: FIFTEEN KNOCK-OUT
FACTORS
' Reasons Why .(.:arididates Receive
Rejection Replies ·
1.

L11ck of proper career planning - purposes and goals illdefined.
.
2. Lack of knowledge of field of specialfzation - not well qual- ified.
· .
.
·
3. Inability to express himself. (herself) clearly. ·
4. ·Insufficient evidence of achievement or capacity to excite
action in others. ·
··
·
S. Nr·· prepared· for the interview- no research on company...
6. · N\.. real interest in the organization or the industry - merely .
shopping around.
· . ·
. .·
7. Narrow location interest - unwilling to relocate later.
8. Little interest and enthusiasm - indifferent.
·
9. Overbearing - overaggressive -conceited.
10. Asks no or poor questions about the job.
11. Unwilling to start at the bottom- expects too much too soo~.
12. Interested only in best dollar offer.
.
13. Makes excuses - is evasive - hedges on unfavorable factors
in record.
'
.
14. · No confidence. and poise - fails to look interviewer in the eye.
15. Poor personal appearance.
.
Knock~out factors are important because they influence the interViewer's evaluation of all the candidate's qualifications·. For
example, unwillingness to relocate or poor appearance may. produce a major, negative. "halo effect" in reviewing otherwise desirable achievements or credentials.
Be aware of these factors and strive to oy~rcome them .. If you do
receive· rejections, try to.evaluate why.'·Take action by being more ·.·r
selective in the interviews you request, brushing up your interpersonal skills and striving to. realistically· establish more flexibility
regardi,g certain "knock-out'~ .issue~.
' 1;
(Knock-out Factors reprinted from Career Plimning and Placement
for the College Graduate of the SO's by C. Randall Powell.)

SAMPLE RESUME
. CHUCK A. ROAST
3765 Ledgewood· Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
PROFESSIONAL
· OBJECTIVE:

EDUCATION:

THE· INTERVIEW: SOME POINTS TO REMEMBER
Analyze Streugths and Weaknesses. In preparing for interviews start by doing some solid, honest soulsearching. Analyze your strengths and weaknesses, your background, your academic performance, your
vocational interests and your personal aspirations and values. In other words begin to formulate,. in your
own mind, not only what you would like to do but also what you feel you are.be5t suitedto do •.
Read Employer literature. Next, study your prospective employers. It is imperative that you have some
knowledge about their policies, philosophies, products, and services. Failure to do your homework before
an interview can be the kiss of death. Nothing turns recruiters off faster.
·
Dress in Good Taste. Although mos(employers are becoming more liberal in their standard of dress-and appearance, let basic good taste be your guide. I.f a beard or"Alice-in-Wonderland" looli·is going to jeopardize
your chances for a job, that's your decision. With some employers appearance could be the deciding factor.
The question you have to ask .yourself is' "How important is it7"
" .
· · .
. · . .

Be Yourself. Your attitude is going to influence th.e interviewer~s'evaluation. Don't try to be something you

aren't ... just be yourself. Emph~size your strong points and remember that the recruiter is looking for inherent personal energy and enthusiasm. The interview is your opportunity to sell a product and that product is you! ·
.
.
.
· / ·
.

WORK
EXPERIENCE:
1978-pres.,

. Dwell on the Positive. Try always to dwell OIJ. the positive. While past failures and shortcomings needn~t
be.volunteered, don't try to cov.er them up or side-step them. Should the recruiter ask about them, try to·ex.1plain the circumstances rather than give excuses or blame others. Remember, they're human too ... and ·
. probably have made a few mistakes. You'll create a better impression by ),eing honest. and candid. ·
Ask Questions- When Indic:ated.lE appropriate, ask meaningful q~estions, parti~~rly ifyo~'re not clear
about the details of the job, the training program, or other job-related concerns. But don't ask questions just .
because you think that's what is expected.
·
FoUow Up. Finally, f9llow up on the interview. P~ovide whatever creden~ials, referen~. or transcripts are
requested by the prospective employer as soon as possible; Be SUI'e to Write down the name, title, and 'address of. the recruiter. You may want to consider a. brief typed letter of ·appreciation. f9r, J.b,'!! .intervie~ing
oportun1ty.
·
.
·
· ·

XAVIER UNIVERSITY, GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
'
ADMINISTRATION
Candidate for Master of Business Ad•ministr:ation .degree;in -May, .1981. Area· of
concentration: marketing. Strong emphasis
on· quantitative analysis and data processing.
Earned 4.0/4.0 in major, 3.7/4.0 overalL
Member of American Marketing Association, Marketing Club. Expenses financed
through assistantship, part-time and summer
. employment.
XAVIER UNIVERSITY;
. COLLEGE OF ARTS.AND SCIENCES
B.S. Psychology, 1978. Special.emphasis on
social and industrial psychology and
statistic$; Senior·project in consumer
behavior analysis. Achieved.3.1/4.q, Dean's
List three semesters. Member of ~sychology
Club; President of- Psi Chi,· honorary
.
· psychology fratern!_ty; Student Volunteer
Services; 50% of total college expenses··
· earned through summer and parHime jobs.
I

.

<

Assistantship in Marketing,. Xavier Universi- :·:.1T
ty. Responsibiliti~ i~clude data collection .
:
and analysis for departmental market · . . .,·
research projects ~o .determine public accep-: ·•_
tance of cert~in corisum~r products; response::;~[:
to ad campa1gns: extensiVe .research, con.,.
·sumer behavior of target populations.
.
I

1976-1978

1974-1975

.

-.

: Patient Relations Rt!presentative~ Get Well
Extended Care Residence, ·Rea.ding, Ohio, .
Responsibilities: .ser\red asJiai&on between
patients and staff; assisted in evaluation of
care and recreation setVices. Worked full~
time in summers, part-time. 'during schooi
~~ar. ·
·
·
·
Student librarian, ·.reference section, Xavier

Univ~rsity Library.· Assisted faculty and

Use Your PJacement Office. These ~e, oE course, .only general suggestions .and obse~ations. For more
detailed and personalized advice, take advantage of the services of your college's career planning and placement office.
.
·.
.
· ·
· '
·.
.

students in research endeavors. Part. time
· during scho·ol year, EulJ'.time during summer.
QYALiFICATIONS: Proven ~nalytical ability~ good intei-personal
. .. ·
.
skills, write clearly and concisely.

Reprinted from the College .Place. ment Council's pamphlet, "The
Campus Interview."

· REFERENCES:
:....

Market researcher. with a progressive con- ..
sorrier. products mar.ufacture• or a .consumer
. pr~ducts consulting firm.

. Furnished upo~ request.

·.~

'.

'·

• Questions abo tit the job. .
. • Don't be Desl'erate
.. · ··
the eye projects honesty. ·
Question.s abo.ut the job's duties
A survey by Robert Half, .Inc. of
• Confidence Counts · ·
Nohody .wants a loser.
top personnel executives provides • Good Grooming and AJ>pro- and responsibilities ·indicate· a ser- • Accurate Portrayal of Skills and
To impress interviewers, job
ious interest. ·
some good common sense advice · priate Dress
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...
candidates shculd·be confident, but
Accomplishments.
. .
for job candidates. Before an inter- · . It is hard .to justify a sloppy or ) Salary and Fringe Benefit~ Come .. Exaggerating· qualifications 1can· not arrogant and neyer shy.
• Do Your Homework
view, job candidates might review unbusinesslike appearance.
· Later
·.
lead to disaster. .
the ·. following checklist. Meeting • Enthusiasm and ·Reponsiveness .
. Job candidates' 'should know
• Ri~ht .iri the Eye .
these criteria won~t guarantee the'
something . about the . companies
Interest in the job has to be ac- · '.A . candidate's. first -concern
Looking· an interviewer right In
should
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GETTING THE JOB
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